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ABSTRACT 
As more information sources become available in multimedia systems, the development of 
abstract semantic models for video, audio, text, and image data becomes very important. An 
abstract semantic model has two requirements. First, it should be rich enolugh to provide a 
friendly interface of multimedia presentation synchronization schedules to  tlie users. Second, 
it should be a good programming data structure for implementation t o  control multimedia 
playback. 
An abstract semantic model based on an augmented transition network (ATN) is pre- 
sented. Tlle inputs for ATNs are modeled by multimedia input strings. Multimedia input 
strings provide an efficient means for iconic indexing of the temporal/spatial relations of 
media streams and semantic objects. An ATN and its subnetworks are used to represent 
the appearing sequence of media streams and semantic objects. The arc libel is a substring 
of a multimedia input string. In this design, a presentation is driven by a ~nultimedia input 
string. Each subnetwork has its own multimedia input string. Database queries relative to 
text, image, and video can be answered via substring matching at subnetworks. Subnetworks 
also can ble some existing multimedia presentations to  be embedded in other presentations 
to  make module design possible in a multimedia authoring environment. The conditions 
are checked to  see whether certain criteria are satisfied. If they are, a set of corresponding 
actions are activated. Multimedia browsing allows users the flexibility to  select any part of 
the presentation they prefer t o  see. This means that an ATN and its suklnetworks can be 
included in a multimedia database system which is controlled by a database management 
system (DBMS). User interactions and loops are also provided in an ATN. Therefore, ATNs 
provide three major capabilities: multimedia presentations, temporal/spatial multimedia 
database searching, and multimedia browsing. 
Keywords: Multimedia Presentations, Multimedia Database Systems, Augmented Transi- 
tion Network (ATN), Multimedia Input Strings. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Motivation and Problem Definition 
In Multimedia systems, a variety of information sources - text, voice, image, audio, 
animation, and video - are delivered synchronously or asynchronously via more than one 
device. The important characteristic of such a system is that all of the different media are 
brought together into one single unit, all controlled by a computer. Normally, multimedia 
systems require the management and delivery of extremely large bodies of data at very 
high rates and may require the delivery with real-time constraints. In traditional database 
management systems (DBMS), such as relational database systems, only text information 
is stored in the database and there is no need to consider the synchronicity among media. 
In object-oriented database systems, a database may include image data, and the DBMS 
still is not designed to support multimedia information. Multimedia extension is needed to 
handle the mismatch between multimedia data and the conventional object-oriented database 
management systems (Chen, et al., 1995). In multimedia database syste~ns, a new design 
of multimedia database management systems (NIDBMS) is required to  handle the temporal 
and spatiell requirements, and the rich semantics of multimedia data such as text, image, 
audio, and video. The temporal requirements are that media need to be synchronous and to 
be presented at the specified time that was given at authoring time. The spatial requirement 
is that the DBMS needs to  handle the layout of the media at a certain point in time. For 
image and video frames, the DBMS needs to keep the relative positions of semantic objects 
(building, car, etc.) so that users can issue queries, such as, "Find a video clip that has 
one car in front of a building." In order to keep the rich semantic information, abstract 
semantic models are developed to let users specify the temporal and spatial requirements 
at the time of authoring the objects, and to store a great deal of useful information (such 
as video cllip start /end time, startlend frame number, and semantic objeclts relative spatial 
Space 
t i : time instant 
d j : time duration 
I I I I I I 
t t t t t t = -  
t 1 t2 t3 t4 t 5 t6 Time 
I I I I -I 
dl d2 d3 d4 d 5 
Fig. 1.1. Timeline for Multimedia Presentation. tl to t6 are the time inst,ances. dl is time 
duration between tl and t2  and so on. 
locations). Also, the semantic model can model the hierarchy of visual contents so that users 
can browse and decide on various scenarios they want to see. Therefore a, semantic model 
should provide presentation, database searching, and browsing capabilities to users. Some 
researchers have proposed semantic models such as petri-net models, tinne-interval based 
models, graphic models, and timeline models. However, most of these models can deal with 
only certain parts of the requirements for the MDBMS. 
For a multimedia database system to be more intelligent, more flexible, and more efficient 
(for real time response) than existing methods, the knowledge embedded in images or videos, 
especially spatial knowledge, should be captured by the data structure as much as possible. 
Extracting; information from images/videos is time consuming. In ordei: to provide fast 
response for real time applications, information or knowledge needs to  ble extracted from 
images/videos item by item in advance and stored for later retrieval. For example, to do 
spatial reasoning we would have to store numerous spatial relations among; objects (Chang , 
1988). The semantic model proposed in this paper belongs to this category which will do 
the preprocessing for imagelvideos and store in the databases for later retrieval. 
1.2 Existing Semantic Models 
We have mentioned the importance of abstract semantic models. Many semantic models 
have been proposed to model temporal and spatial relations (Blakowski and Huebel, 1991; 
Fig. 1.2. An OCPN example for Figure 1.1: Dl is the delay for media streams Il and A1 
to display. D2 is the delay for & to display. 
Little and Ghafoor, 1990a; Little and Ghafoor, 1990b; Little and Ghafoor, 1993; Hirzalla and 
Karmouch, 1995; Chang et al., 1995; Lin et al., 1996; Wahl and Rothermel., 1994; Buchanan 
and Zellweger, 1993ab; Yahya and Chang, 1996). 
A media stream in a multimedia presentation is defined as one or more letters subscripted 
by digit(s) in this paper. The letters A, I, T ,  and V represent audio, image, text, and video 
media streams, respectively. The subscript digit(s) is to denote the segment number in the 
correspondling media stream. For example, & denotes video stream segment 1. Figure 1.1 
is a timeline to represent a multimedia presentation. The presentation starts at time tl  and 
ends at t i ~ n e  tg. At time t l ,  media streams & (Video 1) and TI (Text 1) start to play at 
the same time and continue to play. At time t2,  Il (Image 1) and Al (Audio 1) begin and 
overlap with Vl and TI. The duration dl is the time difference between t l  and t2. & and TI 
end at  time tg which T2 starts. The process continues till the end of the presentation. The 
timeline representation can model the temporal relations of media streams in a multimedia 
presentation (Blakowski and Huebel, 1991). Every presentation needs to strictly follow the 
prespecified sequence. However, it cannot handle the network delay, buffer limitations, etc. 
Little and Ghafoor (1990; 1993) proposed an Object Composition Petri Net (OCPN) 
model based on the logic of temporal intervals and Timed Petri Nets. OCPhl was proposed to 
store, retrieve, and communicate between multimedia objects. This model is a modification 
of earlier Petri net models and consists of a set of transitions (bars), a set of places (circles), 
and a set of directed arcs. In OCPN (as shown in Figure 1.2), each place (circle) contains 
the requiried presentation resource (device), the time required to  output the presentation 
data, and spatial/content information. Each place (circle) is represented by a state node 
in the OCPN model. The transitions (bars) in the net indicate points of synchronization 
and processing. OCPN is a network model and a good data structure for controlling the 
synchroni~~ation of the multimedia presentation. A network model can easily show the time 
flow of a presentation. Therefore, OCPN can serve as a visualization structure for users to 
understand the presentation sequence of media streams. 
Figure 1.2 shows the OCPN for the same example in Figure 1.1. Media streams 1/1 and 
Tl start to' display and Il and Al join to  display after a duration of delay which is denoted 
by Dl. Afi,er & and TI finish, T2 together with Il and Al to display. Then join to display 
after dura1;ion D2. OCPN can handle the synchronization and quality-of-service (QoS) for 
real-time multimedia presentations. Many later abstract semantic models are based on petri- 
net or OCPN (Chang et al., 1995; Lin et al.. 1996; Yahya and Chang, 1!396; Thimm and 
Klass, 1996). 
1.3 Short comings of Existing Semantic hdodels 
This section delineates the disadvantages of existing semantic models that are addressed 
in this paper: 
User interactions are not included in the conceptual models proposed by (Little and 
Ghai'oor, 1990a; Chang et al., 1995; Ilin et al., 1996; Yahya and C'hang, 1996). In 
interactive multimedia presentations, users should have the flexibilit,~ to decide vari- 
ous scenarios they want to  see. This means that two-way communications should be 
captured by the conceptual model. Figures 1.3 and 1.4 are two timelines to  model 
user selections. In Figure 1.3, 1/1 (Video 1) and Tl (Text 1) are displa.yed beginning at 
time t l  and ending at time t2. Then the presentation provides two selection buttons 
to let users make the selection. If B1 is chosen, 1/2 and T2 are displayed from time t3 
through time t4. If Bz is chosen, V3 and T3 are displayed with the same duration as V2 
and T2. At time t4, both selection paths merge and begin to display V4 and T4. This 
means no matter B1 or B2 is chosen, the presentation will share the same presentation 
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Fig. 1.3. Timeline model with commands in user selections. 
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Fig. 1.4. Timeline model with no commands in user ~electio~ns. 
I 
selection if B2 is ~hosell cannot be firedl 
place 
Fig. 1.5. OCPN with user selections: ml cannot be fired since one of m17s incoming arcs is 
active and the other incoming arc is not active. Different selection paths cannot merge 
together in OCPN. 
if B1 is chosen 
selection if B2 is chosen 
place 
Fig. 1.6. In order to  allow user selections in OCPN, transition ml and in2 are used for 
different selection paths. V4 and T4 need to present in the two selection paths. 
only timeline. As shown in Figure 1.4, it is difficult to let users understand the se- 
lection sequences without additional commands and arcs. OCPN is ,a form of m a r k e d  
grap,h so that each place in an OCPN has exactly one incoming arc and one outgoing 
arc. M a r k e d  graph  can only model those systems whose control flow has no branch. 
Hence, it can model the parallel activities but not alternative activities; (Peterson, 1977) 
such as user interactions. In order to model user interactions, Day (11996) proposed an 
OCF'N-S with user selection functions supplemented in OCPN. In OCPN-S, a selection 
place which may have more than one outgoing arc to  model the alternative activities 
is defined. Two paths belonging to  different selections cannot merge together to avoid 
the situation as shown in Figure 1.5(a). Figure 1.5(a) represents the same scenario as 
shown in Figure 1.3. In Figure 1.5(a), after & and TI are displayed and the control 
reaches the selection place. B1 or B2 can be chosen so that different media streams 
will be displayed. Two selection paths merge at transition ml. Under this situation, 
transition ml cannot be fired. The reason is that the selection path for either B1 or 
B2 c,an have a token since those places belonging to  the unselected paths are excluded 
from the presentation. In order to  solve this problem, OCPN-S need to  have different 
transitions for different selection paths as shown in Figure 1.6. Under this change, 
medi.a streams V4 and T4 need to be duplicated at each presentation sequence. The 
numbers of nodes and arcs may grow exponentially if a lot of user selections happen 
in the latter presentation. In applications such as computer-aided instruction (CAI), a 
situakion as in Figure 1.3(b) can happen since CAI applications may involve extensive 
two-way communications and different selections will merge together occasionally. On 
the other hand, in ATNs, based on the selections of users, the cor1:esponding input 
symbol is read, and the conditions and actions are used to  pass the control to  the 
desired state to  let the presentation continue. Therefore, ATN allows nested selections 
and merges for the scenario in Figure 1.3(b). In addition, the shared presentation in 
Figure 1.3(b) can be modeled by using embedded presentation in ATNs as shown in 
sectison 5.3. 
Although the presentation deadline for each media stream may be decided at the 
authoring time, the conceptual model should have the ability to  handle the commu- 
nication delays for real-time presentations to  maintain the quality of service (QoS). 
Different kinds of delays may need disparate strategies to  maintain QoS of the presen- 
tations. Therefore, the conceptual model should have the mechanisims to handle the 
different delay situations. The model proposed by (Hirzalla et al., 1995) handles user 
interaction delays but it does not handle other communication delays. Some models 
handlle a communication delay by adjusting the playout deadline schedlule for the media 
streams; however they do not provide necessary actions for different co~mmunication de- 
lays (Little and Ghafoor, 1990a; Little and Ghafoor, 1990b; Little and Ghafoor, 1993; 
Hirzalla et al., 1995; Chang et al., 1995; Lin et al., 1996). The multimedia transition 
table in the ATN allows users to  specify different actions for different communica- 
tion delays and uncertainty of the users' response time when two wa:y communication 
occurs. 
The conceptual model needs to serve as the graphical interface for users to understand 
the whole presentation schedule and the appearance of different media streams at 
different times. It also serves as a data structure for presentation control. Existing 
conceptual models are either too complex for the users to understand (Little and 
Ghafoor71990a; Little and Ghafoor71990b; Little and Ghafoor,l993; Clhang et a1.,1995; 
Lin et a1.,1996; Wahl and Rothermel,l994; Yahya and Chang,1996) or too simple to  
let u,sers see the whole view of the presentation schedule (Blakowski and Huebel, 1991; 
Hirzi~lla et al., 1995). The detailed information is placed in the multimedia transition 
table so that the ATN graph looks more concise and still preserves rich semantic 
information that is associated with it. 
Few existing conceptual models model both temporal and spatial relations. They 
either develop a temporal model to  capture synchronization information (Blakowski 
and Huebel, 1991; Little and Ghafoor, 1990a; Little and Ghafoor, 1990b; Little and 
Ghaloor, 1993; Hirzalla et al., 1995; Chang et al., 1995; Lin et al., 1996; Wahl and 
Rothermel, 1994; Buchanan and Zellweger, 1993ab; Yahya and Cha.ng, 1996) or use 
image/computer vision techniques to  get content-based information in the image or 
video (Arman et al., 1994; Smoliar and Zhang, 1994; Flickner et .al., 1995). ATN 
and its subnetworks can model the temporal relations of media streams and semantic 
objects, respectively. Based on multimedia input string, the temporal relations of 
media streams and semantic objects can be obtained so that the database queries that 
involve spatial relations of semantic objects can be answered. 
This paper addresses the above mentioned weaknesses by using an augmented transition 
network (ATN) to  model the multimedia presentations, multimedia database searching, and 
multimedia browsing. 
1.4 The ,4ugmented Transition Network (ATN) 
A multimedia environment should not only display media streams to  users but also 
allow two-way communication between users and the multimedia system. The multimedia 
environment consists of a multimedia presentation system and a multimedia database system. 
If a multimedia environment has only a presentation system but not a multimedia database 
system, thsen it is like a VCR or a T V  without feedback from the user. A multimedia database 
system allows users to specify queries for information. The information m.ay be relative to  
text data as well as image or video content. By combining a multimedia presentation and 
multimedia database system, users can specify queries which reflect what th.ey want to  see or 
know. A semantic model that models the presentation has the ability to  check the features 
specified Ely users in the queries, and maintains the synchronization and quality-of-service 
(QoS) desired. 
A finite state machine (FSM) consists of a network of nodes and directed arcs connecting 
them. The FSM is a simple transition network. Every language that can be described by an 
FSM can be described by a regular grammar, and vice versa. The nodes correspond t o  states 
and the arcs represent the transitions from state t o  state. Each arc is labeled with a symbol 
whose input can cause a transition from the state at the tail of the arc to  the state at its 
head. This feature makes FSM have the ability to  model a presentation frorn the initial state 
to some final states or to  let users watch the presentation fast forward or reverse. However, 
users may want to watch part of a presentation by specifying some features relative to  image 
or video contents prior to  a multimedia presentation, and a designer may want to  include 
other presentations in a presentation. These two features require a pushdown mechanism 
that permits one to  suspend the current process and go to another state to analyze a query 
that invol~res temporal, spatial, or spatio-temporal relationships. Since an FSM does not have 
the mechanism to build up the hierarchical structure; it cannot satisfy these two features. 
This weakness can be eliminated by adding a recursive control mechaiiism to the FSM 
to form a recursive transition network (RTN). A recursive transition network is similar to 
an FSM with the modifications as follows: all states are given names wlhich are then al- 
lowed as part of labels on arcs in addition to the normal input symbols. Based on these 
labels, subnetworks may be created. Three situations can generate subrietworks. In the 
first situation, when an input symbol contains an image or a video frame., a subnetwork is 
generated. A new state is created for the subnetwork if there is any change of the number of 
semantic objects or any change of the relative position. Therefore, the tem~poral, spatial, or 
spatio-temporal relations of the semantic objects are modeled in this subnetwork. In other 
words, users can choose the scenarios relative to the temporal, spatial, or spatio-temporal 
relations of the video or image contents that they want to watch via queries. Second, if an 
input symbol contains a text media stream, the keywords in the text media stream become 
the input :;ymbols of a subnetwork. A keyword can be a word or a sentence. A new state of 
the subnetwork is created for each keyword. Keywords are the labels on the arcs. The input 
symbols of the subnetwork have the same order as the keywords appear in the text. Users 
can specif-y the criteria based on a keyword or a combination of keyworcls in the queries. 
In addition, the information of other databases can be accessed by keywords via the text 
subnetworks. For example, if a text subnetwork contains the keyword "Purdue University 
Library," then the Purdue University library database is linked via a query with this key- 
word. In this design, an ATN can connect multiple existing database systems by passing the 
control to  them. After exiting the linked database system, the control is back to  the ATN. 
Third, if am ATN wants to  include another existing presentation (ATN) (as a subnetwork, 
the initial state name of the existing presentation (ATN) is put as the arc label of the ATN. 
This allows any existing presentations to  be embedded in the current ATN to make a new 
design easier. The advantage is that the other presentation structure is independent of the 
current presentation structure. This makes both the designer and users have a clear view of 
the presentation. Any change in the shared presentation is done in the shared presentation 
itself. There is no need to modify those presentations which use it as a subnetwork. 
Before the control is passed to the subnetwork, the state name at the head of the arc is 
pushed into the push-down store. The analysis then goes to the subnetwork whose initial 
state name is part of the arc label. When a final state of the subnetwork is reached, a pop 
occurs andl the control goes back to  the state removed from the top of the push-down store. 
However, the FSM with recursion cannot describe cross-serial dependencies. For ex- 
ample, network delays may cause some media streams not to be displayeld to users at the 
tentative start time and the preparation time for users to make decisions is unknown when 
user interactions are provided. In both situations, there is a period of delay which should be 
propagatetl to the later presentations. Also, users may specify queries related to semantic ob- 
jects across several subnetworks. The information in each subnetwork should be kept so that 
the analysis across multiple subnetworks can be done. For example, the temporal, spatial, 
or spatio-temporal relations among semantic objects may involve several video subnetworks. 
The cross-serial dependencies can be obtained by specifying conditions anld actions in each 
arc. The arrangement of states and arcs represents the surface structure of a multimedia 
presentation sequence. If a user wants to specify a presentation which may be quite different 
from the surface structure then the actions permit rearrangements and embeddings, and 
control the synchronization and quality of service of the original presentation sequence. The 
cross-serial dependencies are achieved by using variables and they can be used in later ac- 
tions or subsequent input symbols to refer to their values. The actions determine additions, 
subtractioiis, and changes to  the values of variables in terms of the current input symbol 
and condit,ions. Conditions provide more sensitive controls on the transitions in ATNs. A 
condition is a combination of checkings involving the feature elements of media streams such 
as the start time, end time, etc. An action cannot be taken if its condit,ion turns out to 
be false. Thus more elaborate restrictions can be imposed on the current input symbol for 
synchronization and quality of service controls. Also, information can be passed along in 
an ATN to determine future transitions. The recursive FSM with these additions forms an 
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Fig. 1.7. Transition Network for Multimedia Presentation. 
This pitper addresses four important problems: 
1. How to model multimedia presentations. 
2. How to model temporal and spatial relations of media streams and semantic objects 
which multimedia database searchings related to different media strea,ms and semantic 
objects can answer. 
3. How to model the video data so that the hierarchy information can 'be preserved and 
allow users to browse video data. 
The following four subsections outline how this paper answers these questions. Section 1.5.5 
makes explicit the scope of this work. 
The Augmented transition network (ATN), developed by Woods (Wloods, 1970), has 
been used in natural language understanding systems and question answering systems for 
both text and speech. We use the ATN as a semantic model to model multimedia presenta- 
tions (Chen and Kashyap, 1997a), multimedia database searching, the tem.pora1, spatial, or 
spatio-temporal relations of various media streams and semantic objects (Chen and Kashyap, 
1997b), and multimedia browsing. 
1.5.1 Models for Multimedia Presentations Using ATNs and Multimedia Input Strings 
To address the first problem (model multimedia presentation), a transition network is 
used to  model the presentation sequence (Chen and Kashyap, 1997a). A transition network 
consists of nodes (states) and arcs. Each state has a state name and each arc has an arc label. 
Each arc label represents the media streams to be displayed in a time duration. Therefore, 
time intervals can be represented by transition networks. In this transitio:n network, a new 
state is created whenever there is any change of media streams in the presentation. There 
are two sit'uations for the change of media streams and they are as follows:: 
1. Any media stream finishes to  display; 
2. Any new media stream joins to  display. 
Figure 1.7 is a transition network for Figure 1.1. There are six states and five arcs which 
represent six time instants and five time durations, respectively. State names are in the 
circles to indicate presentation status. State name P/ means the beginning of the transition 
network (presentation) and state name PIX1 denotes the state after X-l has been read. 
The reasoil to use Xi is for convenience purposes. In fact XI can be replaced by Vl and 
Tl .  State name PIX5 is the final state of the transition network to indicate the end of 
the presentation. State PIX; represents presentation P just finishs to display Xi and the 
presentation can proceed without knowing the complete history of the past. There are five 
occurrences of media stream combinations at each time duration and they are: 
1. Duration d l :  Vi and TI .  
2. Duration d2:  K ,  T I ,  I I ,  and Al. 
3. Duration d3: T2, 11, and Al 
4. Duration d4: h, T2, 11, and Al. 
5. Duration d5:  V2 and Al. 
Each arc label Xi in Figure 1.4 is created to represent the media stream combination for each 
duration as above. For example, arc label X1 represents media streams T.< and Tl display 
together at duration dl. A new arc is created when new media streams 11, and Al overlap 
with Vl artd Tl to  display. A multimedia input string is used as an input for this transition 
network, and the symbol "&" between media streams indicates these two media streams 
are display concurrently. A multimedia input string consists of several input symbols and 
each of them represents the media streams t o  be displayed at a time interval. The detailed 
definition of how to  use multimedia input string to represent a multimedia presentation will 
be discussed in Chapter 3. 
1.5.2 Models for Multimedia Database Searching Using ATNs and Multimedia Input 
Str:ings 
In previous subsections, transition networks were used to  model multimedia presentations. 
However, only media streams are included in the transition networks. In order t o  model 
spatio-tem.pora1 relations of semantic objects, subnetworks are developed to  model media 
streams such as images, video frames, and keywords in texts t o  form a recursive transition 
network (ItTN). A new state is created in a subnetwork when there is ainy change in the 
number of' semantic objects or any semantic object spatial location cha:nge in the input 
symbol. For a single image, the subnetwork has only two state nodes and one arc since the 
number and spatial location of semantic objects will not change. 
As mentioned in section 1.4, the hierarchy structure can be constructed by using the 
subnetworks. The advantage to having subnetworks is that we can separate the coarsed-grain 
media streams into fine-grained semantic objects. The transition network which contains 
media streams can provide high level (coarsed-grain) concept to users what kind of media 
streams are displayed at different durations. The subnetworks can represent low-level (fined- 
grained) concepts of images, video frames, or texts. If semantic objects; are included in 
the transition network then it  will make this transition network difficult t o  understand since 
media streams and semantic objects are mixed together. Multimedia databa,se queries related 
to  images, video frames, or text can be answered by analyzing the corresponding subnetworks 
(Chen and Kashyap, 1997b). Each subnetwork has a multimedia input string together with 
it. The multimedia database searching can become a substring matching bletween the query 
and the multimedia input string. 
In order to  let a recursive transition network have the ability to control the synchroniza- 
tion and quality of service (QoS), conditions and actions on each arc can handle real-time 
situations such as network congestion, memory limitation, user interaction delay etc. as 
mentioned in section 1.4. The details of how to  use conditions and actions to  maintain 
the good quality of a multimedia presentation will be discussed in Chapter 3. A recursive 
transition network with conditions and actions on each arc forms an augmented recursive 
transition network (ATN). 
There itre two primary shortcomings of our work. First, RTN uses either manually identi- 
fied or image/computer vision techniques to extract information of semantic objects and then 
generates 1;he subnetworks to  model the semantic objects. We assume the image/computer 
vision or human annotation gives us information of the semantic object's information and 
do not discuss these issues in this paper. Second, a multimedia input string just models to 
the semantic object level. Multimedia database queries cannot go beyond this level such as 
to  low-level visual features. 
1.5.3 Mo'dels for Multimedia Browsings Using ATNs and Multimedia Input Strings 
Unlike traditional database systems which have text or numerical data, a multimedia 
database or information system may contain different medias such as text, image, audio, 
and video. Video is popular in many applications such as education and training, video 
conferencing, video on demand, news service, and so on. Traditionally, when users want to 
search a certain content in videos, they need to fast forward or rewind to get a quick overview 
of interest on the video tape. This is a sequential process and users do not have the chance 
to  choose or jump to  specific topic directly. Although disk storage and computer network 
technologies progress very quickly, the disk storage, network speed, and network bandwidth 
still cannot meet the requirements of distributed multimedia informat ion applications. How 
to  organize video data and provide the visual content in compact form becomes important 
in multimedia applications (Yeo and Yeung, 1997). Therefore, users can browse a video 
sequence clirect ly based on their interests so that they can get the necessary informat ion 
quicker and the amount of data transmission can be reduced. Also, users should have the 
opportunity to  retrieve video materials using database queries. Since video data contains 
rich semantic information, database queries should allow users to  get high level content such 
as scenes or shots and low level content according to the temporal and spatial relations 
of semantic objects. A semantic object is an object appearing in a video frame such as a 
"car." Also, a semantic model should have the ability to model visual contents at different 
granularities so that users can fast browse large video collections. 
Many video browsing models are proposed to  allow users to  visualize video content based 
on user interactions (Arman et al., 1994; Falchuk and Karmouch, 1995; Flictkner et al., 1995; 
Mills et al., 1992; Oomoto and Tanaka, 1993; Smoliar and Zhang, 1994; Yeo and Yeung, 
1997). These models choose representative images using regular time intervals, one image in 
each shot, all frames with focus key frame at specific place, and so on. Cho~osing key frames 
based on regular time intervals may miss some important segments and segments may have 
multiple key frames with similar contents. One image in each shot also may not capture the 
temporal and spatial relations of semantic objects. Showing all key frames may let users be 
confused when too many key frames are displayed at the same time. In addition to using 
ATNs to  model multimedia presentations and multimedia database searc:hing, how to use 
ATNs and multimedia input strings as video browsing models will be discussed in Chapter 6. 
Also, key frames selections based on the temporal and spatial relations of semantic objects 
in each shot will be discussed. The details of how to  use a recursive call property in ATNs 
to  model user loops are also presented. 
1.5.4 Empirical Studies of Multimedia Semantic Models Based on Different Temporal Re- 
lati'on combinations 
Empirical studies of an abstract semantic model, augmented transition network (ATN), 
with Object Composition Petri Net (OCPN) to  model multimedia prese~~tations are per- 
formed in this study. The detailed results are presented in Chapter 3. An ATN consists 
of a set of states and directed arcs and uses a multimedia input string as its input. The 
advantages to  using a multimedia input string are its simplicity and ease of modification. 
Simulations experiments t o  compare the nodes, arcs, and transitions bettween ATN and 
OCPN based on different numbers of media streams and different combinations of temporal 
relations are performed in this study. The results show that ATN needs fewer nodes, arcs, 
and transitions to represent a multimedia presentation in all cases than OCPN does. These 
results indicate ATN handles on-line multimedia presentations more efficiently and requires 
less main .memory space. 
1.6 Scope of this Research 
Automatic segmentation and recognition of semantic objects of medias such as audio and 
video, and the segmentation of a video clip into different granularities are outside the scope 
of this paper. We assume that each image or video frame has been segmented automatically 
or identified manually. The main focus is to  model the semantic objects so that the queries 
related to  these semantic objects can be answered quickly. We use ATNs to model the video 
data so that the browsing or queries related to  these video units can be answered quickly. 
Also, how to use ATNs to share the common video units will be explored too. 
1.7 Organization of the Paper 
The organization of this proposal is as follows. Chapter 2 surveys the related work in the 
literature. In Chapter 3? how t o  use the ATN and the multimedia input strings to  model 
multimedia presentations is discussed. Chapter 4 shows how multimedia database searching 
can be peicformed using the ATN and the multimedia input strings. Modeling Embedded 
presentations, user interactions, and loops using the ATN and the multimedia input strings 
are presented in Chapter 5. Video browsing using ATN and its subnetwor:ks is discussed in 
Chapter 6 .  Conclusions and future work are in Chapter 7. 
2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
This chapter surveys semantic models in the areas of multimedia presentations, multi- 
media browsing, and multimedia database systems. 
Various types of semantic models have been developed in the past for multimedia presen- 
tations, multimedia database searchings, and multimedia browsings. Multimedia semantic 
models can, based on the underlying paradigm, be classified into the following distinct cat- 
egories: 
(1) petri-net models, 
(2) time-interval based models, 
(3) graphic; models, 
(4) timeline models. 
2.1 Petri..Net Models 
Little and Ghafoor (1990) proposed an Object Composition Petri Net (OCPN) model 
based on the logic of temporal intervals and Timed Petri Nets which was proposed to  store, 
retrieve, and communicate between multimedia objects. This model, which is a modification 
of earlier F'etri net models, consists of a set of transitions (bars), a set of pla,ces (circles), and 
a set of directed arcs. Many later semantic models are based on Time Petri Nets. However, 
this model does not allow branching so that users cannot choose the scenari.0 that they want 
to  watch as discussed in Chapter 1. Empirical studies to  compare the memory requirement of 
OCPN and ATN are shown in Chapter 3. The results show that OCPN needs more memory 
than our ATN model when document size increases. 
Chang et al. (1995) and Lin et al. (1996) developed TAO (Teleaction object) and OEM 
(Object Exchange Manager). TAO is a multimedia object with associated h~ypergraph struc- 
ture and knowledge structure, and AMS (Active multimedia system) is designed to manage 
the TAOs. OEM maintains and manages uniform representation and interacts with other 
system modules. TAO is a conceptual model which can be implemented as objects in an 
object-oriented system and each TAO has its own private knowledge in the AMS. TAOs 
are connected by a hypergraph. The multimedia data schema (NIDS) is similar to  OCPN 
which con1,rols the synchronization between time-related data streams. Users need to create 
a hypergraph structure using four different links (annotation link, reference link, location 
link, and :synchronization link) before generating a multimedia data schema. If a multi- 
media preisentation consists of a large number of media streams, then i t  is very difficult 
for users to  construct a corresponding hypergraph structure. A m~l t imedi~a  communication 
schema (MCS) is obtained based on MDS for an efficient transmission sequence. Although 
the authors proposed an algorithm to  translate MDS to MCS, the necessary limitations of 
the computer hardware, the storage size, and the bandwidth need to  be known in advance 
to  form a transmission vector (TV). For example, if the data receiving end does not have 
audio devices then this information needs to be known first so that the (audio object can 
be deleted in MCS. This design can let designers specify the necessary actions for different 
communic,%tion delays and different computer hardware limitations, but it cannot handle 
some unexpected situations such as accidental computer hardware failure. Also, the rela- 
tionships among semantic objects in the image and video frames are not included in their 
model. Hence, there are limitations on the queries; for example, users caninot issue a query 
such as "Find the presentation that has an airplane in the video." 
Al-Salc~an and Chang (1996) developed a model which uses synchroni!zation agents as 
"smart" distributed objects to deal with scheduling, integrating, and sjrnchronizing dis- 
tributed multimedia streams. This formal specification model, interoperable Petri nets, 
describes the agents' behavior and captures the temporal semantics. It can deal with both 
accurate a,nd fuzzy scenarios. Since this model is also based on a Petri net, it has the 
same disadvantages as the previous two Petri net models. First, it does not model user 
interactions, and second, it becomes complicated when the network becomes large. 
2.2 Time-Interval Based Models 
Two temporal models for time-dependent data retrievals in a multimedia database man- 
agement system have been proposed (Little and Ghafoor,l993). These two proposed models 
are restricted to having the property of monotonically increasing playout deadlines for rep- 
resented objects and data retrieval synchronous algorithms. Since interval-based temporal 
relations asre used, only the duration of each data stream is considered in their paper. The 
starting and ending frame numbers of each video clip are not included in lthese two models 
so that it is limited to allowing users to  issue the queries related t o  the video frame numbers. 
Also, these two models do not show how to  achieve the object layout. 
Oomoto and Tanaka (1993) developed a video-object database system named OVID. A 
video-object data model provides interval-inclusion based inheritance and composite video- 
object operations. A video object is a video frame sequence (a  meaningful scene) and it is an 
independent object itself. Each video object has its own attributes and at,tribute values to 
describe the content. Since this model only uses frame sequences to  represent the interval, 
the starting time and ending time of each interval are not included in this model. This model 
is designed to  help database queries and is not a good model for the multimedia presentation 
since it does not capture the user interaction delays in it. 
Wahl and Rothermel(1994) propose an interval-based temporal model using the temporal 
equalities and inequalities between events. This model is a high-level abstract model which 
also works for the asynchronous events so that the starting time can be determined at the 
presentation time. Actually, it is designed for all those events occurring in the presentation. 
Thus, it does not have flexibility to allow user interactions at the presentation time. 
2.3 Graphic Model 
Bucharlan and Zellweger (1993) proposed a system called Firefly. Each media object 
contains two or more events such as start events, end events, synchronization events, and 
asynchronous events. The start and end events are represented by two rectangular nodes, 
the synchronization events use circular nodes that are put between the start and end events, 
and the asynchronous events are denoted by circular nodes that are placed above the start 
events. This Firefly model becomes difficult to  manage when the presentation contains many 
media objects that are mixed with the synchronization and asynchronous events. 
Yeo and Yeung (Yeo and Yeung, 1997) proposed a video browsing model.. They developed 
mechanisms t o  classify video, find story unit, and organize video units using scene transition 
graphs (STGs). STGs model a cluster of shots as nodes and the transitions between shots in 
time as edges so that the video hierarchy and the temporal relations of each video unit are 
preserved. Therefore, this model provides presentation and browsing capabilities to  users. 
Users can choose a specific scenario to  watch by browsing sample video frames at different 
granularities. However, this model does not provide query capability to let users select 
interesting topics by queries. Also, the spatial relation of semantic objects is not included 
in their model too. 
2.4 Timeline Models 
Blakowski and Huebel (1991) proposed a timeline model in which all events are aligned 
on a single time axis. They use "before," "after," or "simultaneous to" to  represent the 
relationships between two events. Although this model provides a simple and graphical 
presentation, user interactions are not included in this model because they require a total 
specification of all temporal relationships among media objects. For example, a user needs 
to use a computer mouse to  select the various scenarios based on the user"s preference in a 
video game at runtime. In this case, it does not work because the start time of this scenario 
is known while the end time is unknown until the user makes the choice. 
Hirzalla and Karmouch (1995) proposed a timeline model to  expand the traditional time- 
line model t o  include temporal inequalities between events. They also developed a timeline 
tree to  represent an interactive scenario. This enhanced timeline model models user actions 
as media objects. In a traditional timeline, the vertical axis of the timeline includes only me- 
dia streams such as text, image, video or audio. In their model, a new type of media object 
called choice lets users interact with the multimedia presentation. The fi.rst disadvantage 
of their model is that it can only model media streams rather than semantic objects as the 
ATN subnetwork does. The second disadvantage is that it can only handle the uncertainty of 
the user selection time and not provide mechanisms t o  handle communication delays or out 
of buffer when the data arrive too soon. The third disadvantage is that it models only the 
temporal relations of media streams without modeling the spatial layout of media streams 
into the timeline model. 

3. USING ATNS AND MULTIMEDIA INPUT STRINGS T O  MODEL MULTIMEDIA 
PRESENTATIONS 
In section 1.1, we explained the need for semantic models for presentations, browsings, 
and database searchings in multimedia information systems. Sections 2.1 through 2.4 re- 
view some of the existing approaches to  this problem. In this chapter, details of how to use 
augmented transition networks (ATNs) and multimedia input strings are discussed. Section 
3.1 introduces the ATNs and discusses how to use an ATN to model a multimedia presenta- 
tion and to incorporate with multimedia database searching. The input for an ATN which 
is modelecl by multimedia input strings is illustrated in section 3.2. Section 3.3 compares 
ATNs with the OCPN models for multimedia presentations by conducting some empirical 
studies. Conclusions are in section 3.4. 
3.1 The Augmented Transition Network 
A muli,imedia presentation consists of media streams displaying together or separately 
across time. The arcs in an ATN represent the time flow from one state to  a.nother. An ATN 
can be represented diagrammatically by a labeled directed graph, called a transition graph. 
The ATN grammar consists of a finite set of nodes (states) connected by labeled directed 
arcs. An arc represents an allowable transition from the state at its tail to  the state at its 
head, and the labeled arc represents the transition function. An input string is accepted by 
the grammar if there is a path of transitions which corresponds to the sequence of symbols 
in the string and which leads from a specified initial state to  one of a set of specified final 
states. ATN differs from a finite state automata in that it permits recursion so that ATN 
is a recursive transition network. Each nonterminal symbol consists of a subnetwork which 
can be used to  model the temporal and spatial information of semantic olbjects for images 
and video frames and keywords for texts. In addition, a subnetwork can represent another 
existing presentation. Any change in one of the subnetworks will automatically change the 
presentation which includes these subnetworks. To design a multimedia presentation from 
scratch is a difficult process in today's authoring environment. The subnetworks in ATN 
allow the designers to  use the existing presentation sequence in the archives, which makes 
ATN a powerful model for creating a new presentation. This is similar t o  the class in the 
object-oriented paradigm. Also, subnetworks can model keywords in a text media stream so 
that datablase queries relative to the keywords in the text can be answered. 
Definition 3.1: An augmented transition network Q is a 6-tuple (S, I ,  T, So, F, 
$) where 
1. S = {So, S1, . . . , Sn-l) is a finite set of states of the control. Each state represents all 
the events before this state have been accomplished so that it does not need to know 
the history of the past to continue the presentation. 
2. I  is a set from which input symbols are chosen. The input string consists of one or 
more mi and cm; where m; and cm; E C are separated by + where m; and cm; denote 
a media stream and compressed version of that media stream, respectively. 
3. T is i t  transition table by permitting a sequence of actions and conditions to  be specified 
on e,ach arc. A presentation can be divided into several time durations based on 
different media stream combinations. Each combination occurrence of media streams 
is represented by an arc symbol. The media streams in an arc symbol are displayed 
concilrrently on this time duration. Conditions and actions control the synchronization 
and quality of service (QoS) of a presentation. Therefore, the real-timle situations such 
as network congestion, memory limitation, user interaction delay can be handled. 
4. So is the initial state. So E S. 
5 .  F is the set of final states. 
6. $ is the subnetwork of ATN when the input symbol contains image or video streams. 
Definition 3.2: An augmented transition subnetwork $ is a 3-tuple (:;, 0, t )  where 
2. 0 is a set from which input symbols are chosen. The input string c:onsists of one or 
more o; where o; E 0 are separated by +, where o, is a semantic objcect. 
States are represented by circles with the state name inside. The state name is used to  
indicate the presentation being displayed (to the left of the slash) and which media streams 
have just been displayed. The state name in each state can tell us all the events that 
have been accomplished so far. Based on the state name, we can know Inow much of the 
presentation has been displayed. When the control passes to a state, it meizns all the events 
before this state are finished. A state node is a breaking point for two difizrent events. For 
example, in a presentation sequence, if any media stream is changed then ,a new state node 
is created .to distinguish these two events. In ATNs, when any media strearn begins or ends, 
a new state is created and an arc connects this new state to  the previous state. Therefore, 
a state node is useful to  separate different media stream combinations into different time 
intervals. :For example, in Figure 1.7, there are six state nodes and five arc:; which represent 
six time instants and five time durations, respectively. The arc symbol in the outgoing arc 
for each state will be analyzed immediately so that the process can continue and does not 
need t o  know the past history of the presentation. Two state nodes are connected by an 
arc. The arc labels can tell us which media streams or semantic objects are involved. Each 
arc represents a time interval. For example, if an arc label contains media streams then it 
means thelje media streams will be displayed at this time interval. 
The arc types together with the notation need t o  be defined. We adopted the following 
notation and definition as in (Allen, 1995). 
Pusln arc: succeeds only if the named network can be successfully traversed. The state 
name at the head of arc will be pushed into a stack and the control will be passed to  
the riamed network. 
Pop arc: succeeds and signals the successful end of the network. The topmost state 
namle will be removed from the stack and become the return point. Therefore, the 
procless can continue from this state node. 
Jurr~p arc: always succeeds. This arc is useful to pass the control to any state node. 
Each media stream contains a feature set F which has all the control information related 
to the metlia stream. The definition and the meaning of each element are i3s follows : 
Definition 3.3: Suppose there are n media streams appearing in the input symbols. 
Each media stream has a feature set together with it. 
Fi = {tenliativestarting-time, tentative-ending-time, startingframe, endingframe, 
window-positionX, window-position-Y, window-size-width, 
windowsizeheight, priority) where i = 1 . . . n. 
The meaning of each element is illustrated below : 
tentativestarting-time: the original media stream desired starting time. 
tentative-ending-time: the original media stream desired ending time. 
star,ting-frame: the starting video frame number. 
endi.ng-frame: the ending video frame number. 
wintiow-positionX: the horizontal distance from the upper left corner of the com- 
puter screen. 
wintiow-posit ion-Y: the vertical distance from the upper left corner of the computer 
screen. 
wintiow-size-width: the window size width of the media stream. 
wintiow-size-height: the window size height of the media stream. 
priority: the display priority if several media streams are to be displayed concurrently. 
In addition to  the recursive transition network, a table consisting of actions and conditions 
which are specified on each arc forms an augmented transition network. The advantage 
of this table is that only this table needs memory space. Hence, the multimedia transi- 
tion network is just a visualization of the data structure which can be embedded in the 
programming implementation. Conditions and actions in the arcs in ATNs maintain the 
synchronization and quality of service (QoS) of a multimedia presentation by permitting a 
sequence of conditions and actions to  be specified on each arc. The conditions are to specify 
various situations in the multimedia presentation. A condition is a Boolean combination of 
predicates involving the current input symbol, variable contents and the QloS. A new input 
symbol cannot be taken unless the condition is evaluated to  true (T). More elaborate re- 
strictions can be imposed on the conditions if needed. For example, if the communication 
bandwidth is not enough to transmit all the media streams on time for .the presentation, 
then the action is t o  get the compressed version of media streams instead of the raw data. 
In this way, synchronization can be maintained because all the media streams can arrive 
on time. In addition, QoS can be specified in the conditions to maintain synchronization. 
The actions provide a facility for explicitly building the connections among the whole ATN. 
The variables are the same as the symbolic variables in programming languages. They can 
be used in later actions, perhaps on subsequent arcs. The actions can add or change the 
contents of the variables, go t o  the next state, or replace the raw media streams with the 
compressed ones, and etc. In an interactive multimedia presentation, users may want to 
see different presentation sequences from the originally specified sequence. Therefore, in our 
design, when a user issues a database query, the specification in the query tries to  match the 
conditions in the arcs. If a condition is matched then the corresponding auction is invoked. 
Different actions can generate different presentation sequences which are dlifferent from the 
original sequence. 
When ,zn ATN is used for language understanding, the input for the ATN is a sentence 
which consists of a sequence of words with linear order. In a multimedia presentation, when 
user interactions such as user selections and loops are allowed, then we caniiot use sentences 
t o  be inputs for an ATN. In our design, each arc in an ATN is a string containing one or 
more media streams displayed at the same time. A media stream is represented by a letter 
subscripted by some digits. This single letter represents the media stream type and digits 
are used to denote various media streams of the same media stream type. For example, 
TI means a text media stream with identification number one. A multimedia input string 
consists of' one or more media streams and is used as an input for an A,TN. Multimedia 
input strings also have the power to  model the "or" conditions and the iterative conditions. 
Since the heart of an ATN is a finite state automata, any multimedia input string can be 
represented by an ATN. 
An example of how to  use ATN to  model a multimedia presentation (Figure 1.1) was 
already shown and explained in Figure 1.4 and subsection 1.5.1. The details and definitions 
of the multimedia input string will be discussed in the following section. Figure 1.1 also will 
be used as an example to  show how to use multimedia input string to model a multimedia 
presentation. Also, how to use multimedia input strings to model semant LC objects will be 
discussed too. 
3.2 Multimedia Input Strings as Inputs for ATNs 
Basically, an ATN is used for the analysis of natural language sentences. Its input is 
a sentence composed of words. This input format is not suitable to represent a multime- 
dia presentation since several media streams need to be displayed at the :same time, to be 
overlappecl, to  be seen repeatedly, etc. 
Multimedia input strings adopt the notations from regular expressions (Kleene, 1956). 
Regular expressions are useful descriptors of patterns such as tokens used iin a programming 
language. Regular expressions provide convenient ways of specifying a certain set of strings. 
In this study, multimedia input strings are used to represent the presentation sequences of 
the temporal media streams, spatio-temporal relations of semantic objects, and keyword 
compositions. Information can be obtained with low time complexity by analyzing these 
strings. A multimedia input string goes from the left to right, which can represent the time 
sequence of a multimedia presentation but it cannot represent concurrent appearance and 
spatial location of media streams and semantic objects. In order to  let multimedia input 
strings have these two abilities, several modifications are needed. There are two levels which 
need to  be represented by multimedia input strings. At the coarse-grained level, the main 
presentation which involves media streams is modeled. At the fine-grained level, the semantic 
objects in image or video frames and the keywords in a text media stream are modeled at 
subnetworks. Each keyword in a text media stream is the arc label at subnetworks. New 
states and arcs are created to  model each keyword. The details to  model each level are 
discussed jn the following subsections. 
3.2.1 Definitions of Variables and Notations 
The following variables and notation are used in the following subsections: 
P = total multimedia presentation time 
S = starting time of the multimedia presentation 
E = ending time of the multimedia presentation without user interactions 
N = number of media streams in the presentation 
m = media stream, m €{Audio, Image, Text, Video} 
Sm == starting time of the media stream m 
Em := ending time of the media stream m 
i = subscript of the starting frame number in video media stream 
j = subscript of the ending frame number in video media stream 
A c ,  ,,, = time duration of the media stream m 
~ 6 , ~ )  = frame duration of the video media stream 
3.2.2 Using Multimedia Input Strings to  Model Media Streams and Presentations 
Two notations ,C and 2) are used to  define multimedia input strings: 
,C = {A, I., T, V} is the set whose members represent the media type, where A, I, T, 
V denote audio, image, text, and video, respectively. 
2) = (0, 1, ..., 9) is the set consisting of the set of the ten decimal digits. 
Definition 3.4: Each input symbol of a multimedia input string contains one or more 
media streams which are enclosed by a parentheses and are displayed at the same time 
interval. A, media stream is a string which begins with a letter in L subscripted by a string 
of digits in D. For example, & represents a video media stream and its identification number 
is one. Th'e following situations can be modeled by a multimedia input string. 
Concurrent: The symbol "&" between two media streams indicates these two media 
strea.ms are displayed concurrently. For example, (TI&&) represents Tl and & being 
displayed concurrently. 
Loolping: nt+ = u F l  mi is the multimedia input string of positive closure of m to  
denote m occurring one or more times. We use the "+" symbol to model loops in a 
multimedia presentation to  let some part of the presentation be displayed more than 
once. 
0pt:ional: In a multimedia presentation, when the network becomes congested the 
original specified media streams which are stored in the remote server might not be 
able to  arrive on time. The designer can use the "*" symbol to  indicate the media 
streams which can be dropped in the on-line presentation. For example, (Tl&V;") 
means Tl and Vl will be displayed but Vl can be dropped if some criteria cannot be 
met. 
Contiguous: Input symbols which are concatenated together are used to  represent 
a m~~l t imedia  presentation sequence and to  form a multimedia input string. Input 
symbols are displayed from left to right across time sequentially. ab is the multimedia 
input string of a concatenated with b such that b will be displayed after a is displayed. 
For example, (A1&Tl)(A2&T2) consists of two input symbols (Al&Tl)  and (A2&T2). 
These two input symbols are concatenated together to  show that the first input symbol 
(A1&:Tl) is displayed before the second input symbol (A2&T2). 
Alternative: A multimedia input string can model user selections by separating input 
symbols with the " I "  symbol. So, ( a ( b )  is the multimedia input string of a o r  b. For 
example, ( (A l&Tl )  I (A2&T2)) denotes either the input symbol (A1&:Tl) or the input 
symbol (A2&T2) to be displayed. 
Ending: The symbol "$" denotes the end of the presentation. 
Using Figure 1.1 as an example, the total presentation time is defined as follows and the 
variables a,nd notations are defined in section 3.3.1: 
Total Presentation time P = E - S = t6 - t l  where S and E are the starting time and 
the ending time of the multimedia presentation. 
The time duration of the media streams is the following. Sm and Em are the starting 
time and the ending time of the media stream m. 
Timo duration of I/l = A&?vl,Ev,) = EV1 - Svl 
Time duration of 1/2 = A ~ ' , , , , , )  = E V ~  - s V 2  
Timo duration of Tl = & T I )  = ET1 - ST1 
T2 Time duration of T2 = A(ST2,ETZ) = ET2 - ST2 
Time duration of Il = A[ifi ,E,Ll = EI1 - SI1 
Time duration of Al = AtiAlpAT) = EA1 - SA1 
The fra.me duration of the video media streams is shown below. T : , ~ )  is the frame duration 
of the video media stream v. i and j are the subscripts of the starting a,nd ending frame 
numbers in a video media stream. 
Frame duration of the video media stream I/l = re',) = j - i + 1 
Frame duration of the video media streams & = T G : ~ )  = j - i + 1 
The multi!media input string for Figure 1.1 is: 
(~&T~)(I/~&T~&I~&A~)(T~&I~&A~)(&&T~&I~&A~)(&&A~) 
In this input example, at time t l ,  input symbol (&&TI) is read and contains & (video 
stream 1) and Tl (text 1) which start to play at the same time and continue: to play. At time 
t2, I1 (Image 1) and Al (Audio 1) begin and overlap with & and TI. The delay time for Il 
and Al to display is equal to duration dl and does not need to be specified in the multimedia 
input strin.g explicitly since the multimedia input string is read from left to right and I1 and 
Al will display when the input symbol (&&TI) is processed which takes the same time as 
delay for 1.1 and Al. This process continues until all the input symbols are read. 
3.2.3 Modifications of a Multimedia Presentation 
In a multimedia information system, any multimedia presentation may need to be mod- 
ified so that media streams can be added, replaced, or deleted. In this subsection, how 
subnetworks can help the modification process will be discussed. Figure 3.l(a) is a timeline 
for a multimedia presentation PI that has two media streams Vl and TI. Vl and TI have the 
same starting time ( t l )  and TI ends (t6) earlier than & (t7). The multimedia input string is 
as follow: 
Since & and TI media streams start at the same time, a symbol containing & and Tl is 
created. After media stream Tl reaches its ending time (t6), Vl continues to display so that 
a new symbol containing Vl is created. Figure 3.l(c) is the corresponding ti-ansition network 
for Figure 3.l(a). There are two arcs and the arc labels are Vl&Tl and &. 
3.2.3.1 Adding New Media Streams in a Multimedia Presentation 
Figure 3.l(b) is a timeline example in which two media streams A1 and Il are added to 
presentation PI .  The starting time of Al (t2) is later than the starting time of TI ( t l )  and 
the ending time of Al (t5) is earlier than the ending time of TI (t6). The starting time of Il 
(t3) is later than the starting time of A1 (t2) and the ending time of Il (t4) is earlier than 
the ending time of Al (t5). multimedia input string. The resulting multimedia input string 
is: 
III_ L
t 1 t 6  t 7  Time t i  t 2  t 3  t 4  t 5  t 6  t 7  Time 
Fig. 3.1. Figure (a) is the original timeline for multimedia presentation PI.  (b) is the 
corresponding transition network for (a). Some state names are skipped in this figure and 
some state names are shown for explanation purposes. In (c), media streams Al and Il are 
added into Pl which start at time t s  and t3 and end at time t4  and t 5 ,  respectively. (d) is 
the recursive transition network for (c). In (d),  a new arc and a state node are created to  
inc~rpor~ate  this change. Arc label P2 is also the starting state name of the subnetwork. 
There are four arcs in this subnetwork to represent four new input symbols Vl&Tl&A1, 
Vl&Tl&Al&Il, V,&Tl&A1, and V,&Tl. 
In this caslz, four new symbols (Vl&Tl&Al), (Vl&Tl&Al&Il), (K&Tl&Al), and (Vl&Tl) are 
created t o  form a new multimedia input string. A subnetwork in Figure 3.1 (d) can be used 
to incorporate this change instead of directly modifying the original tran:iition network to 
form a recursive transition network. An arc with arc label P2 is used to let the control pass to 
the subnetwork with the starting name P2. There are four arcs in this subnetwork with four 
new symbols as their arc labels. There are two advantages of using subnetworks. First, if a 
presentation has several places needing to add new media streams, then a different designer 
can work on different subnetworks at the same time. The designer does not need to deal 
with the whole structure when he/she tries to change the presentation sequence. By using 
subnetworks, he/she can work on subnetworks first and can include subnetworks into the 
original trcznsition network later on. Also, it is easy to include any other presentations into 
the original transition network. In order to provide the above two features, for the original 
transition network, only new arc labels with the same names as the starting state names of 
subnetworks are needed. This can shorten the modification processes. The same principle 
applies to the multimedia presentation design since we can also put part of presentations 
into subnetworks to allow a different designer to work on different parts independently. This 
advantage makes module design possible in multimedia presentation design. Second, some 
part of presentation may be displayed at several places; by using subnetworks then we can 
eliminate rnultiple occurrences for the same part of the presentation sequence. The reason is 
that the starting state name of the subnetwork can appear at several places in the transition 
network. 
3.2.3.2 Deleting Media Streams in a Multimedia Presentation 
After a multimedia presentation sequence has been created, designers may want to delete 
some media streams. Using the same example as in Figure 3.l(b),  suppose we want to delete 
media stream Tl so that the multimedia input string becomes: 
The new multimedia input string [3.2] is obtained by deleting Tl in multim-edia input string 
[3.1]. After deleting Tl in [3.1], the resulting multimedia input string is: 
In [3.3], th~e last two symbols are & which represents the same media stream so that these 
two symbols should be combined. After this combination, multimedia input string [3.2] is 
obtained. The same for the recursive transition network, Ti should be dleleted at the arc 
labels which contain it. 
If we want to change Figure 3.l(b) back to Figure 3.l(a), we can just delete the arc 
with arc label P2 and state node with state name P1/P2. The four symbols ((V,&Tl&Al), 
(&&Tl&A.l&Il), (V,&Tl&Al), and (V,&Tl)) in multimedia input string [3.1] should be 
deleted. 
3.3 Empirical Studies comparing ATN and OCPN Models for Multimedia Presentations 
In this section, a detailed comparison of ATN with Object Composition Petri Net (OCPN) 
(Little ant1 Ghafoor, 1990) is shown (Chen and Kashyap, 1998(a)). OCPPJ is based on the 
logic of teinporal intervals and Timed Petri-Nets. Multimedia objects are organized by the 
presentation sequence. The OCPN augments the conventional petri net model with time 
duration and resource utilization on the places in the net. Many later abstract semantic 
models are based on a petri-net (Chang et al., 1995; Lin et al., 1996; Al-Salqan and Chang, 
1996; Thirnm and Klas, 1996). All these models use nodes and arcs to connect the media 
streams to form a multimedia presentation. Therefore, the numbers of' nodes and arcs 
are essential for multimedia browsing. Since later petri-net semantic modlels are similar to 
OCPN, OCPN is chosen to be compared with ATN in this paper. 
An ATN uses a multimedia input string as an input. The state nodes in an ATN do not 
store multimedia presentation control information; instead, the control information is stored 
in the multimedia transition table. A multimedia transition table is mainly for multimedia 
presentations. A multimedia transition table can be separated into several smaller tables 
based on the input symbols, so only those necessary transition tables need to  be loaded into 
the main :memory in any real-time presentation. For the multimedia database searching, 
normally the query will only match the arc symbols in an ATN so that the multimedia 
transition table is not needed. There are several advantages to  separate the multimedia 
transition table from an ATN. First, in the multimedia database searching, conditions to 
control the multimedia presentations do not need to  be checked so that it can speedup the 
searching time. Second, designers can change the conditions in the multimedia transition 
tables directly without modifying the ATN network itself. 
Allen (1983) proposed thirteen temporal relations: equal, s tar t s ,  s tar ted-by,  e n d s ,  ended-  
by ,  m e e t s ,  me t- by ,  c o n t a i n s ,  contained-by,  over laps ,  overlapped-by,  before, a n d  af ter .  Based 
on these temporal relations, two case studies are performed to compare ATN with OCPN: 
a Case study 1: different temporal relation combinations. 
a Case study 2: only m e e t s  temporal relation combination. 
In case study 1, arbitrary combinations of the thirteen temporal relations of media streams 
are used. While in case study 2, only the m e e t s  temporal relation is considered, for example, 
a slide presentation. Under this case study, all five types of media streams. are displayed in 
each interval and they all have the same starting and ending times as shown in Figure 3.2. 
Figure 3.2 is part of a multimedia presentation in case study 2 and it contains 15 media 
streams with three intervals. As shown in this figure, ATN needs four nodes and three arcs 
and OCPN needs fifteen nodes and thirty arcs. 
We wanted to count the numbers of nodes and arcs under these two case studies. The 
numbers of nodes and arcs plays important parts in ATN and OCPN. In IOCPN, the com- 
plexity increases when the numbers of media streams and arcs increase. Media streams are 
assigned to  state nodes which are connected by arcs. The number of arcs increases when the 
number of media streams increases. From the implementation point of view, more memory 
are required if a multimedia presentation needs more state nodes and arcs. The reason is 
that for each node we need to  build up a structure to  hold the necessary information and 
links need to  be created to connect two state nodes. Also, the designer will have difficulty 
to  do the :modifications and the user will have difficulty in understanding the presentation 
sequence under so many nodes and arcs. General observations using counting experiments 
to  compare ATN and OCPN based on different numbers of media streams are performed in 
this study to  show that ATN requires fewer nodes and arcs to represent the same multimedia 
presentation than OCPN does. 
We used random number generators to generate five multimedia present ations that con- 
tain 25, 50, 100, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, and 5000 media streams. Four media types - text, 
image, audlio, and video - are studied here. The combinations of media types for case study 
1 and 2 are shown in Table 3.1. For example, when the rnedia stream number is 1000 in case 
study 1, there are 270 text streams, 266 image streams, 234 audio streams, and 230 video 
streams. E,ach media stream has its tentative starting time and ending time so the duration 
is obtained:. In case study 2, 
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Fig. 3.2. A multimedia presentation contains 15 media streams with three intervals and 
each interval contains five media streams displayed at the same time for which the starting 
and ending times are the same. 
Table 3.1 Media type combinations at different media stream numbers for case study 1 
and case study 2 
each duration contains one video, image, audio streams and two text streams and each media 
stream has the same starting and ending times in each duration. We want to compare how 
many nodes and arcs are needed under ATN and OCPN approaches. 
The observation results shown in Tables 3.2 and 3.3 compare the number of nodes and 
number of arcs between the ATN and OCPN approaches under two case studies. From 
these two tables, it can be seen that ATN needs fewer nodes and arcs than OCPN in eight 
experiments under both case studies. 
In case study 1, the number of nodes needed in ATN actually is very close to the number 
of media streams. The number of arcs needed in ATN is about double the number of media 
streams. However, since each node in OCPN has an incoming arc and an outgoing arc, 
the number of arcs is actually twice the number of nodes. When the media stream number 
increases, Ithe difference between the number of nodes and the number of arcs increases, too. 
In case study 2, under different numbers of media streams, OCPN needs about 5 times more 
nodes than ATN does. This tells us ATN is much better than OCPN in the case study 2 
situation. The reason is that ATN creates a state node for each interval and OCPN needs 
to create a, state node for each media stream in each interval. When comparing case studies 
1 and 2 in Tables 3.2 and 3.3, we can see that the difference between the numbers of nodes 
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and arcs is bigger in case study 2. Also, as mentioned in Section 1.3, the numbers of nodes 
and arcs may grow exponentially if a lot of user selections happen in the same presentation. 
From the above results, we know that when a multimedia pre~entatio~n contains more 
media streams, ATN needs fewer nodes and arcs than OCPN does. Therefore, ATN needs 
less memory space and less searching time as the number of media streams increases than 
OCPN. A I ~  example of searching is to  fast forward to a particular time point and display. 
All the nodes and arcs between the current time point and the target time point need to be 
traversed. In this situation, ATN performs better than OCPN since ATN consists of fewer 
nodes and arcs than OCPN. 
3.4 Conclusions 
In a milltimedia presentation, modeling the temporal relations among imedia streams is 
very important for both designers and users. The proposed ATN can represent the temporal 
relations o:F media streams easily when associated with a multimedia input string. Counting 
examples are performed in this study. The results show that ATN needs fewer nodes and 
arcs than OCPN at different numbers of media streams. This makes ATN handle real-time 
multimediii presentations with less main memory space. Also, any editing of the original 
presentation sequence is easier because fewer nodes and arcs need to be dealt with. 
Table 3.3 Comparison of the numbers of arcs between ATN and OCPN 
Experiment Number of Number of arcs in ATN Number of arcs in OCPN C number media streams Case 1 Case 2 Case 2 1 2 5 6 2 10 76 

4. USINlG ATNS AND hlULTIMEDIA INPUT STRINGS TO MODEL MULTIMEDIA 
DATABASE SEARCHING 
The chapter is organized as follows. An introduction to  multimedia database searching 
is given. The modeling of the spatial and temporal relations of semantic objects is presented 
in section 4.2. In section 4.3, the formalization of searching strategies is discussed. Also, 
the temporal, spatial, and spatio-temporal queries in multimedia database searchings a.re 
illustrated.. Section 4.4 concludes this chapter. 
In a multimedia information environment, users may want to  watch pa,rt of a presenta- 
tion by specifying some features relative to  image or video content prior to  a multimedia 
presentation, and a designer may want to  include other presentations in a presentation. In 
order to meet these two requirements, ATNs use a pushdown mechanism that permits one 
to suspend the current process and go to another state in the subnetwork to analyze a query 
that involves temporal, spatial, or spatio-temporal relationships. Subnetwo.rks are separated 
from the main ATN. Before control is passed to the subnetwork, the state name at the head 
of the arc is pushed into the push-down store (stack). The analysis then goes to the subnet- 
work whose initial state name is part of the arc label. When a final state of the subnetwork 
is reached, the control goes back to the state removed from the top of the push-down store. 
Three situations can generate subnetworks. In the first situation, when an input symbol 
contains an image or a video frame, a subnetwork is generated. A new state is created 
for the subnetwork if there is any change in the number of semantic objects or any change 
in the rela,tive position. Therefore, the temporal, spatial, or spatio-temporal relations of 
the semantic objects are modeled in this subnetwork. In other words, -users can choose 
the scenarios relative to the temporal, spatial, or spatio-temporal relations of the video or 
image con1;ents that they want to watch via queries. Second, if an input symbol contains 
a text meclia stream, the keywords in the text media stream become the input symbols of 
a subnetwork. A keyword can be a word or a sentence. A new state of the subnetwork 
is created for each keyword. Keywords are the labels on the arcs. The input symbols of 
the subnetwork have the same order as the keywords appear in the text. TJsers can specify 
the criteria based on a keyword or a combination of keywords in the queries. In addition, 
informatio:n of other databases can be accessed by keywords via the text subnetworks. For 
example, if a text subnetwork contains the keyword "Purdue University Library" then the 
Purdue University library database is linked via a query with this keyworcl. In this design, 
an ATN can connect multiple existing database systems by passing control to them. After 
exiting the linked database system, the control is back to the ATN. Third, if an ATN wants 
to include another existing presentation (ATN) as a subnetwork, the initial state name 
of the existing presentation (ATN) is put as the arc label of the ATN. This allows any 
existing presentations to be embedded in the current ATN to make a new design easier. The 
advantage is that the other presentation structure is independent of the current presentation 
structure. This makes both the designer and users have a clear view of the presentation. 
Any change in the shared presentation is done in the shared presentation itself. There is no 
need t o  modify those presentations that use it as a subnetwork. 
This chapter will focus on how to  use multimedia input strings and ATN to  model the 
temporal a,nd spatial relations of semantic objects. In our design, each image or video frame 
has a subnetwork which has its own multimedia input string. Subnetworks and their multi- 
media input strings are created by the designer in advance for a class of applications. Users 
can issue inultimedia database queries using high-level database query lamguages such as 
SQL. Each high-level query then translates into a multimedia input string so that it can 
match witln the multimedia input strings for subnetworks. Therefore, database queries be- 
come the substring matching processes. A multimedia input string is a le-R to right model 
which can model the temporal relations of semantic objects. The semantic objects in the 
left input symbol appear earlier than those in the right input symbol in al video sequence. 
The spatial locations of semantic objects also need to  be defined so that the queries relative 
to spatial 1ocat.ions can be answered. In our design, the temporal and spatial relations of 
semantic objects of a video stream in each input symbol can be modeled by a multimedia 
input string. User queries can be answered by analyzing the multimedia input string (for ex- 
ample, the movement, the relative spatial location, the appearing sequence, etc. of semantic 
objects). The spatial location of each semantic object needs to  be representled by a symbolic 
form in order to use multimedia input strings to represent it. 
4.2 Modeling the Spatial and Temporal Relations of Semantic Objects 
Spatial data objects often cover multi-dimensional spaces and are not well represented by 
point locations. It is very important for a database system to  have an index mechanism to 
handle spatial data efficiently, as required in computer aided design, geo-data applications, 
and multi~nedia applications. R-tree (Guttman, 1984), which was propo:;ed as a natural 
extension of B-trees (Bayer and McCreight, 1970; Comer, 1979), combines the nice features 
of both B-1;rees and quadtrees. An R-tree is a height-balanced tree similar to a B-tree. The 
spatial objlects are stored in the leaf level and are not further decomposed into their pictorial 
primitives, i.e., into quadrants, line streams, or pixels. We call this spatial object a "semantic 
object." We adopt the minimal bounding rectangle (MBR) concept in R-ti-ees so that each 
semantic object is covered by a rectangle. Three types of topological relations between the 
MBRs can be identified (Chang et al., 1988): 
(1) nonoverlapping rectangles; 
(2) partly overlapping rectangles; 
(3) completely overlapping rectangles. 
For the second and the third alternatives, orthogonal relations proposed by Chang et al. 
(1988) can be used to  find the relation objects. In this section, we consider only the first 
alternative, the nonoverlapping rectangles. 
Automatic segmentation and recognition of semantic objects are outside the scope of 
this paper. We assume that each image or video frame has been segmented automatically 
or identified manually. The main focus in this paper is how to  model the semantic objects 
so that the queries related to  these semantic objects can be answered quicldy. 
Definiti.on 4.1: Let 0 be a set of n semantic objects, 0 = (ol, 02, . . . ,on). Associ- 
ated with each o;, 'di, (1 5 i 5 n),  is an MBR;  which is a minimal bounding rectangle 
Centroid 
Fig. 4.1. Bounding box for semantic objects. 
containing the semantic object. In a 3-D space, an entry MBR; is a rectangle between 
points (xlow, yl,,, z~,,) and (xhigh, yhighl zhigh). The centroid is used as a rleference point in 
spatial reasoning. 
An example of a semantic object covered by a minimal bounding box and the centroid 
point is shown in Figure 4.1. Each semantic object is covered by a box between points 
(xloW, YI,,, Z I ~ ~ , )  and (xhigh, yhigh, zhigh). The centroid is used as a reference point for spatial 
reasoning. The upper-left corner is the original point for all semantic objects in a single 
video frame. Each minimal bounding box occupies a certain area of a video frame. 
As mentioned in the previous chapter, multimedia input strings are u.sed to  represent 
the tempo:ral relations among media streams. In this section, the use of multimedia input 
strings to represent the temporal and the spatial relations of semantic objects is described. 
The following definition shows the notation for the relative positions in multimedia input 
strings. 
Definition 4.2: Each input symbol of a multimedia input string contains one or more 
semantic objects which are enclosed by parentheses and appear in the same image or video 
frame. Each semantic object has a unique name which consists of some letters. The rela- 
tive positions of the semantic objects relative to the target semantic object are represented 
by numerical subscripts. A super~cript~ed string of digits is used to represent different sub- 
components of relation objects if partial or complete overlapping of MBR occurs. The "&" 
symbol between two semantic objects is used to denote that the two semantic objects appear 
in the Sam(= image or video frame. 
This representation is similar to the temporal multimedia input string. One semantic 
object is chosen to be the target semantic object in each image or video frame. In order to 
distinguish the relative positions, the three dimensional spatial relations are developed (as 
shown in Table 4.1). In this table, twenty-seven numbers are used to distinguish the relative 
positions of each semantic object relative to the target semantic object. Va~lue 1 is reserved 
for the target semantic object with (xt,  yt, zt) coordinates. Let (x,, y,, 2,)  represent the 
coordinate:; of any semantic object. The relative position of a semantic object with respect 
to  the target semantic object is determined by the X-, Y-, and Z-coordinat,e relations. The 
Table 4.1 Three dimensional relative positions for semantic objects: The first and the 
third columns indicate the relative position numbers while the second and the fourth 
columns are the relative coordinates. ( a t ,  y t ,  z t )  and (x,, y,, 2,)  represent the X-, Y-, and 
2-coordinittes of the target and any semantic object, respectively. The "z" symbol means 
the difference between two coordinates is within a threshold value. 
I Number I Relative Coordinates I Number I Relative Coordinates I 
9 X S  = X t , Y s  > Y t l t Z s  > Z t  23 xs > X t , Y s  < Y t / t ) Z . 5  < Z t  
10 2 s  < X t , Y s  = y t l Z s  % Z t  24 2 s  > X t r Y s  < Y t I Z . 5  > Z t  
11 X s  < X t  1 Y S  = Y t  7 2 s  < Z t  25 X S  > X t ,  Y S  > Y t ,  2,s  = Z t  
CCd' symbol means the difference between two coordinates is within a threshold value. For 
example, relative position number 10 means a semantic object's X-coordinate (x,) is less 
than the X-coordinate (st) of the target semantic object, while Y- and Z-coordinates are 
approximately the same. In other words, the semantic object is on the left of the target 
semantic object. More or fewer numbers may be used to divide an image or a video frame 
into subregions to  allow more fuzzy or more precise queries as necessary. Tlle centroid point 
of each semantic object is used for space reasoning so that any semantic object is mapped 
to a point object. Therefore, the relative position between the target semantic object and a 
semantic object can be derived based on these centroid points. A multim'edia input string 
then can be formed after relative positions are obtained. Del Bimbo et a]. (Bimbo et al., 
1995) proposed a region-based formulation with a rectangular partitioning. Therefore, each 
object stands over one or more regions. Table 4.1 follows the same principle but directly 
captures the relative positions among objects. Relative positions are explicitly indicated 
by numbers to capture the spatial relations and moving history. Different input symbols 
in multimedia input strings represent different time durations in a video :sequence. These 
input symbols in multimedia input strings are the arc labels for the subnetworks in ATNs. 
In ATNs, when an arc contains one or more images, video segments, or texts then one 
subnetworlc with the media stream as the starting state name is created. .4 new arc and a 
new state node in a subnetwork, and a new input symbol in a multimedia input string are 
created when any relative position of a semantic object changes or the nurnber of semantic 
objects changes. The subnetwork design is similar to  the VSDG model (Day et al., 1995) 
which uses transitions to  represent the number of semantic object changes. However, in 
the VSDG model, a new transition is created when the number of semantic objects changes 
and a motion vector is taken with each node. In our design, in addition to  the changes 
of the number of semantic objects, any relative position change among semantic objects 
is considerled and a state node and an arc in the subnetwork and an input symbol in the 
multimedia input string are created for this situation. Based on our design, the temporal 
relations and the relative positions of semantic objects can be obtained, and the moving 
histories 01' the semantic objects in the video sequence can be kept. Therefore, substring 
matching processes using multimedia input strings in database queries can be conducted. 
Figures 4.2 through 4.4 are three video frames with frame numbers 1, !j2, and 70 which 
contain four semantic objects, salesman, box, file holder, and telephone. They are represented 
by symbols S, B, F, and T, respectively. Each semantic object is surround.ed by a minimal 
bounding 1:ectangle. Let salesman be the target semantic object. In Figure 4.2, the relative 
position numbers of the other three semantic objects with respect to  the target semantic ob- 
ject are a t  10, 15, and 24, respectively. The semantic object box moves from left to front of 
the target semantic object salesman in Figure 4.3, and moves back to left in Figure 4.4. The 
following multimedia input string can be used to  represent Figures 4.2 through 4.4 as follows: 
Multimedia, input string: (S1&B10&F15&T24) (Sl&B3&F15&T24) (S1&B10&F15&T24), [4.1.] 
\ " " 'v- 
x1 x2 x3 
Input symbol Xl, X2,  and X3 represents Figures 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4, respectively. S1 in symbol 
XI means salesman is the target semantic object. Blo represents that the semantic object 
box is on the left of salesman, Fls means semantic object file holder is belaw and to the left 
of salesman, and so on. B3 in symbol X2 means the relative position of box changes from 
left to  front. Semantic objects file holder and telephone do not change their positions so that 
these two semantic objects have the same relative position numbers in XI? X2, X3. As we 
can see from this example, the multimedia input string can represent not only the relative 
positions of the semantic objects but also the motion of the semantic objects. For example, 
the above multimedia input string shows the semantic object box moves from left to  front 
relative to the target semantic object salesman. Figure 4.5 is a subnetworls for multimedia 
input string [4.1]. We assume this subnetwork models the media stream 'G in Figure 1.4. 
Therefore, the starting state name for this subnetwork is &/. As shown in Figure 4.5, there 
are three arcs with arc labels the same as the three input symbols in [4.1]. 
Fig. 4.2. Video frame 1. There are four semantic objects: salesman, box, file holder, and 
telephone. salesman is the target semantic object. The relative position. numbers (as 
defined in Table 4.1) of the other three semantic objects are in the 10: 15, and 24, 
respectively. 
Fig. 4.3. Video frame 52. Semantic object box moves from the left to the front of salesman. 
Fig. 4.4. Video frame 70. Semantic object box moves from the front to the left of salesman. 
Fig. 4.5. The corresponding subnetwork for multimedia input string [4.1]. 
Figure 4.6 is another example showing how to  use the multimedia input string to  repre- 
sent the relative positions. In Figure 4.6(a), there are five semantic object:; P, Q, R, S, and 
T surrountled by five MBRs. Let T be the target semantic object. The relative positions of 
the other semantic objects are at 16, 25, 13, and 22, respectively. The nurnbers are chosen 
based on the criteria defined in Table 4.1. In Figure 4.6(b), the semantic object Q disappears 
and the se.mantic object P moves to the above and to  the right of T. The multimedia input 
string for Figure 4.6(a) and (b) is as follows: 
Multimedia input string: (Pl6&QZ5&R13&S22&Tl) (P25&R13&S22&T, ), 
\ " " d 
XI x2 
In input symbol XI, Tl indicates that T is the target semantic object, P16 means P is 
above and to  the left of T, means Q is above and to the right of T, and so on. In input 
symbol X2, PZ5 denotes that the relative position of P changes to  the above and to the right 
of T. Q does not appear in input symbol X2 indicating that Q disappears as shown in Figure 
4.6(b). 
Fig. 4.6. In (a), there are five semantic objects P, Q, R, S and T. In (b), the semantic 
object Q disappears and the semantic object P moves to the above and to the right of T 
4.3 Multimedia Database Searching 
In a multimedia environment, users should be allowed to  issue queries to get the infor- 
mation and display to  them. How to  combine multimedia presentations with multimedia 
database systems is a big challenge today. ATNs together with multimedia input strings 
have the ability not only to  model the multimedia presentation but also to answer the mul- 
timedia dakabase queries. In the following subsections, how to  use ATNs and multimedia 
input strings to  answer user queries relative to  temporal, spatial, spatio-temporal, recursive, 
and unordered aspects is discussed. The most important thing is that users can specify the 
criteria relative to  the contents of images or video frames. 
4.3.1 The Formalization of Searching Strategies 
Figure 4.7 is the control flow for multimedia database searching using A'TN. First, a high 
level query is translated into a multimedia input string. For the convenience, we use R1 
to  represent this multimedia input string. R1 is then to  check whether it related to video, 
image, or l<eyword. If not, then R1 matches with the multimedia input string of this ATN. 
Substring matching is conducted t o  see whether R1 matches part or all of the multimedia 
input string. If R1 is related to video, image, or keyword then the ATN is traversed. In 
ATNs, the complexity of a query depends crucially on the order in which the network is 
searched far a successful path. If the states are in linear order, then the traversing goes from 
left to right. However, when two or more arcs are leaving out of a state, the traversing order 
needs to  be specified. Our searching strategy for this situation is to go from the topmost 
path to  the bottommost path. When traversing an attempted arc, the remaining untried 
arcs leaving the state are temporarily held in a list. After this attempted arc is traversed, 
one alternative is removed from the front of this list and tried. The process continues until 
no alterna1;ives are left in this list. As a result of this depth-first search, the information 
which satisfies the criteria in the queries is obtained. In order to  search information related 
to  video, image, or text, arc labels are checked to see whether they contain any of them. If 
the arc label does not contain video, image, or text, then the traversing continues. When an 
arc contains video, image, or text, the corresponding subnetwork is traversed to see whether 
R1 matches with the multimedia input string of the subnetwork. Substing matching is used 
a high-level query 
multimedia input string (Rl) L not found t N 
oes R1 matc A .. 
L relatea N 
-  - -- - - A r t  or all of the m u l t i m h ! +  fnllnr~ 
- - -  * read an arc label and advance I ' : to the next state 
traverse ATN from left to right 
* 
and from the topmost to the bottom 
traverse corresponding subnetworks 
C 
1 )not found 
found 
Fig. 4.7. The control flow for multimedia database searching using ATN. 
to comparle R1 with the multimedia input string for the subnetwork. The searching finishes 
when resu1.t~ are obtained or all the arc labels are compared in the ATN. 
4.3.2 Examples 
4.3.2.1 Tl~mporal Database Queries 
Query 11: Find and display the video clips beginning with a person who 
is alone and ending with the same person with a cat. 
In this query, we are interested in the temporal relation of two semantic objects (a person 
(R) and a cat (C)). This query can be translated into two multimedia input strings (R) 
and (R&C). Relative position number is not specified for each semantic object to indicate 
that the spatial location is not our concern so that it will match the semantic object at any 
location. ]For example, R matches with R1, R2, and so on. (R) must appear earlier than 
(R&C) but not necessarily immediately after (R). After being translated into a multimedia 
input string, this query then becomes a substring matching problem. Each subnetwork 
which moclels video media streams is checked to see whether this multimedia input string 
can be identified. These two input symbols may be found in two separate subnetworks. 
The ~ondit~ions and actions are used to check which criteria are satisfied and to connect the 
required PI-esentation parts. 
4.3.2.2 A Spatial Database Query Example 
In a multimedia information system, the designers can design a general purpose presen- 
tation for a. class of applications so that it allows users to choose what they prefer to see 
using database queries. Assume there are several video media streams and I/, is one of them. 
The multimedia input string for the subnetwork which models I/, is the same as [4.1]. 
Query Z ! :  Display the multimedia presentation beginning with a. salesman 
with a box on his right. 
In this query, only the spatial locations of two semantic objects salesman and box are checked. 
A user can issue this query using a high-level language. This query then is translated into a 
multimedia input string as follows: 
Multimedia input string: (Sl&Blo). [4.2] 
The subnetworks of an ATN are traversed and the corresponding mu1time:dia input strings 
are analyzed. Suppose the multimedia input string in [4.2] is to model the subnetwork for 
V,. The input symbol XI in V ,  contains semantic objects salesman (S), ,and box (B). Let 
the salesman be the target semantic object. The relative position of the box is to the left of 
salesman fiom a viewer's perspective. By matching [4.2] with [4.1], we know that V ,  is the 
starting video clip of the query. When the control is passed back from the subnetwork, then 
the rest of the multimedia presentation begins to display. 
4.3.2.3 A Spatio-Temporal Database Query Example 
Query 3: Find the video clips beginning with a salesman holding a box 
on his right, moving the box from the right to his froint, and 
ending with moving the box back to his right. 
This query involves both the temporal and spatial aspects of two semantic o'bjects: salesman 
and box. This query is translated into a multimedia input string which is the same as [4.1]. 
Again, each of the subnetworks needs to be checked one by one. The same a~s in the previous 
query, the relative positions to be matched are based on the views that users see. The 
first condi1,ion in this query asks to match the relative position of the box to the left of the 
salesman from a viewer's perspective. When the subnetwork of V, is traversed, Sl and Blo 
tell us that the input symbol X1 satisfies the first condition in which the box is to the left 
of the sale.sman. Next, the relative position of the box is moved from the left to the front of 
the salesman. This is satisfied by the input symbol Xz since B3 indicates that the box is to 
the front ad the salesman. Finally, it needs to match the relative position of the box to be 
back t o  the left of the salesman. This condition is exactly the same as the first condition 
and should be satisfied by the input symbol X3.  In this query, the semantic object salesman 
is the target semantic object and his position remains the same without any change. 
4.3.3 Limitations 
In previous subsection, we discussed how ATNs and multimedia input string can answer 
temporal, spatial, and spatio-temporal database queries. However, since the notations of a 
multimedia input string are used to represent a high level query, our system at current stage 
can answer those queries which can be represented by multimedia input stririgs and also are 
related to temporal and spatial relations of semantic objects. In other words, our system 
can handle a subset of the multimedia input strings. Whether our system can answer the 
queries of all possible multimedia input strings or beyond is not discussed in this paper and 
needs to  be further investigated. 
4.4 Conclusions 
From this subsection, we know that after the subnetworks and their multimedia input 
strings are constructed by the designer, users can issue database queries related to  temporal 
and spatial relations of semantic objects using high-level database query languages. These 
queries are translated into multimedia input strings to match with those multimedia input 
strings of the subnetworks that model image and video media streams. Under this design, 
multimedia database queries related to images or video frames can be answsered. The details 
of the multimedia input strings, the translation from high-level queries to multimedia input 
strings, and the matching processes are transparent to users. ATNs and multimedia input 
strings arc: the internal data structures and representations in DBMS. .4fter users issue 
queries, the latter processes are handled by DBMS. Separating the detailed internal processes 
from users can reduce the burden of users so that the multimedia information system is easy 
to use. 

5. USING ATNS AND MULTIMEDIA INPUT STRINGS TO MODEL EMBEDDED 
PRESENTATIONS, USER INTERACTIONS, AND LOOP'S 
In this chapter, examples of using ATNs and multimedia input strings to model embedded 
presentations, user interactions, loops, synchronization, and QoS maintenance in multimedia 
presentations are discussed. 
The organization of this chapter is as follows. First, we define some key terms and 
introduce the notations used in this chapter. Section 5.2 gives an example using the Timeline 
model for ]multimedia presentations. We then detail how the ATN and the multimedia input 
string are used to model the example introduced in the previous section. In section 5.4, 
another example illustrates that the ATN and the multimedia input strings can model user 
interactions and loops. The conclusion is in section 5.5. 
5.1 Definitions of Variables and Notations 
The following variables and notation are used in the following subsections: 
P = total multimedia presentation time 
S = starting time of the multimedia presentation 
E = ending time of the multimedia presentation without user interactions 
Jk = kth user interaction delay time, k E {1,2,3,.  . . , ) 
TD = total user interaction delay time. 
5.2 A Timeline Example to Model Multimedia Presentations 
Figures 5.l(a) through 5.1 (g) are the timelines for two multimedia preseintations. Figures 
5.l(a) and 5.l(b) are the starting timelines for presentations PI and P2, respectively. In 
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Fig. 5.1. Timelines for presentation PI and P2: Figures (a), (c), (d), (e), and (g) are the 
presentation sequence for presentation PI. Figures (b), (c), (e), (f) ,  and (g) are the 
presentation sequence for presentation P2. Figure (c) is an embedded presentation which is 
shared bjr both presentations. Figures ( f )  and (g) are two timelines for selections B1 and 
B2, respectively. 
Figure 5.l(a),  media streams Vi (video stream 1 ) and TI (text 1) start to display at t l  and 
media streams I l  (image 1) and Al (audio stream 1) join to display at time t 2  in presentation 
PI .  These four media streams all end at time t3.  In presentation P2, as shown in 5.1 (b), Vg 
and T6 start at t l  and end at t3 .  At time t3,  presentations PI and P2 both display V7 and A5 
as shown in Figure 5.l(c). At time t4 ,  V7 and A5 finish and Vg and A6 start to display and 
end at time t5 .  At time t 5 ,  V2 and T2 begin to display in presentation PI as shown in Figure 
5.1 (d). & ends at  time t6 with A2 displayed together with T2. T2 and A2 end at time t7.  
Figure 5.1 (e) is for presentation P2, at time t 5 ,  V6 and T7 display and end at time t6.  T8 and 
A4 then fallow V6 and T7 and end at time t7 .  Presentations PI and P2 join again at time t7 
where two choices are provided to allow users to choose based on their preference. A timeline 
model is inapplicable to model the alternative situation so that it is difficult to model this 
user intera,ction scenario. As shown in Figure 5.1, we cannot tell directly that Figures 5.l(f) 
and 5.l(g) are two timelines for different selections. Since user thinking time is unknown in 
advance, the starting time for media streams V2 and T2 and the starting time for Vq and T4 
will not be known until the user makes a choice. Let's assume the user makes a choice at 
time t8. Figures 5.1 ( f )  and 5.l(g) are the timelines for selections B1 and B2. Selection B1 
has V3 and T2 displayed at time t8. These two media streams end at time tg  where T3 and A2 
begin to display and end at time t lo .  Selection B2 has Vq and T4 displayed from time t8 to 
time t g ,  and V5 and A3 start at time tg  and end at time t l o  If B1 is chosen, the presentation 
stops. However, if B2 is chosen, it allows the user to make the choice again. The timeline 
representation cannot reuse the same timeline in Figures 5.1 ( f )  and 5.1 (g), and therefore the 
same information needs to be created again. Since we do not know how inany loops users 
go through in this part, it is impractical to use this stand alone timeline representation to 
model usei- loops. 
5.3 ATNij and Multimedia Input Strings for Modeling Multimedia Presentations 
When the designer designs the start and end times of media streams as shown in Figure 
5.1, the multimedia input string can be constructed automatically based on the starting and 
ending time of media streams. In presentation P I ,  the multimedia input string is: 
In presentation P2, the multimedia input string is: 
As mentioned earlier, a multimedia input string is used to represent the presentation 
sequence. In presentation PI, the input symbol X1 contains & and Tl which start at the 
same time and play concurrently. Later, I1 and A1 begin and overlap with & and TI. 
Therefore, the input symbol X2 contains the media streams &, TI, Il, and A1. The delay 
time for Il and Al to display needs not to be specified in a multimedia input string explicitly 
since the multimedia input string is read from left to right so that the time needed to process 
X1 is the same as the delay time for Il and Al. The presentation continues until the final 
state is re#ached. Each image, video, or text media stream has its own rnultimedia input 
string and a subnetwork is created. Figures 5.2(b) to 5.2(e) are part of the subnetworks 
of PI to model &, Ill and TI, respectively. For simplicity, the sub network:^ of other image, 
video, and text media streams are not shown in Figure 5.2. In Figure 5.2(d), there is only one 
input symlnol for the subnetwork modeling Il. The input symbol is X18 which contains the 
semantic object salesman. Figure 5.2(e) is the subnetwork for TI. The input symbols for TI 
consist of three keywords with appearing sequence library, computer, and a!atabase. The "I" 
symbol represents the alternatives for different selections. The "$" symbol denotes the end 
of a presentation. Figure 5.2 shows an example to use a single ATN to model two multimedia 
presentations which include user interactions, loops, and embedded presentations. Figure 
5.2(a) is an ATN to model presentation Pl and P2. Pl and P2 start at different starting 
states. Table 5.1 is a trace of ATN for presentation Pl in Figure 5.2 and is used to explain 
how ATN works to model embedded presentations, user interactions, and loops. 
Step 1: The current state is Pl and the arc to be followed is arc number 1 with arc label 
XI. Media streams Vl and Tl are displayed. There is no backup state in the stack. 
Step 2: The current state is Pl/Xl which denotes X1 has been read in presentation PI. Arc 
number 2 with arc label X2 is the arc to be followed. X2 consists of media streams &, 
TI, 11, and A1. 
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Fig. 5.2. Augmented Transition Network: (a) is the ATN network for two multimedia 
presentations which start at the states PI/  and P2/ ,  respectively. (b)-(f) are part of the 
subnetvvorks of (a). (b) is an embedded presentation. (c) and (d) model the semantic 
objects in  video media stream V,, (e) models the semantic objects in image media stream 
11, and ( f )  models the keywords in text media stream T I .  In (g), CV, stands for the 
compressed version of the video media stream Vl. The "Get" procedure is to access an 
individual media stream. "Display" procedure is to display the media streams. 
"NextSyrnbol(X,)" reads the input symbol Xi. CCNext-State" is a procedure to advance to 
the next state. "Make-choice(B;)" is a procedure to let users make the chtoice which is B;. 
User thinking time is kept by delay variable. 8 is a parameter. 
Step 3: I:n presentation PI, after X1 and X2 are displayed, the ATN reaches state Pl/X2 
which has an outgoing arc (arc number 4) with an arc label P3. The input symbol 
P3 represents an existing presentation which is also a subnetwork nalme (as shown in 
Figure 5.2(b)). Since input symbol P3 is a subnetwork name, the stake name (Pl/P3) 
at the head of arc 4 is put into a stack which is shown at  backup states in Table 
5.1. A stack follows the last-in-first-out (LIFO) policy which only allows retrieving 
the topmost state name first. The control passes to the subnetwork 1; (Figure 5.2(b)) 
after the state name is put into stack. 
The production of high-quality multimedia data such as images and video clips takes 
a lot of time and is expensive. It is a good way to  store these data into large shared 
databases. Any multimedia application that uses these databases c~an be greatly fa- 
cilitated by an underlying model that supports the development process (Schloss and 
Wynblatt, 1995). The main focus of this underlying model is that the data and struc- 
ture can be shared, portable, and reused by the designer to create a new multimedia 
appli.cation. Under this design, a multimedia application (presentation) can be sepa- 
rated into several modules based on its conceptual structure. A finite state machine 
(FSM) does not have a pushdown mechanism which suspends a current process and 
goes to another state. Hence, it is not capable of modeling embeddjed presentations. 
However, in ATNs, the recursive control mechanisms can be used to model embedded 
presentations. 
Step 4: The current state is P3/ which is the starting state of a subnetwork as shown in 
Figure 5.2(b). Arc number 15 is followed and media streams V7 and .A5 are displayed. 
The backup state in stack is Pl/P3. 
Step 5: The current state is P3/X13 and media streams & and A6 are displayed. After 
these two media streams are displayed, a pop arc is met which will remove the toppest 
state name Pl/P3 from the stack. Then the control will be passed back to the state 
Pl/1)3 in Figure 5.2(a). 
Step 6: The state name P1/P3 in stack is popped out as the current stake, which means 
the ctontrol is passed back to state Pl /P3 in Figure 5.2(a). Arc 5 is followed and media 
strea,ms V2 and T2 are displayed. The stack is empty at this step. 
Step 7: The current state is P1/X4 and arc number 6 is followed. Media streams T2 and 
A2 are displayed. 
Step 8: 111 user interactions, user thinking time delays need to be kept so that later presen- 
tations can be shifted. The cross-serial dependencies cannot be handled using finite 
state machines. However, the conditions and actions in ATNs have the ability to model 
user interactions. In Figure 5.2(a), after the state P1/X5 is met, the input symbol X8 
with two selections B1 and B2 is displayed. Before a choice is made, a thinking time 
should be kept. A Delay variable is used to represent the delay of the presentation. 
The "Start -time(Xi)" procedure gives the pre-specified starting time of Xi. The differ- 
ence between the current time and the pre-specified starting time is the total display 
time so far. Since a delay time occurs after user interactions, the presentation sequence 
needs to be shifted by the delay. The process continues until the final state is reached. 
Figure 5.2(e) shows the detailed condition column and action column for user interac- 
tions. As illustrated in Figure 5.2(a), two choices B1 and B2 are provided to let users 
make their selections. If the choice is B1, the input symbol Xg is read by using the 
action Next-Symbol(Xg) and advance to the next state by using the action Nextstate. 
Therefore, steps 9 to 11 in Table 5.2 will be followed. If B2 is selectedl, steps 9 to 12 in 
Table 5.3 will be followed. In ATNs, an arc cannot be taken if the condition is false, 
even though the current input symbol satisfies the arc label. Since different selections 
can lead into different paths by specifying the conditions and action:; on the arc that 
prov:ides selections, ATNs have the capability to handle separate presentation paths. 
At the same time, information about the previous states and structul-es can be passed 
along in the network to determine future transitions. Actions in ATNs provide a fa- 
cility for explicitly building and naming tree structures. The names can be used in 
later actions, perhaps on subsequent arcs, to refer to their associated structures. The 
later actions can determine additions and changes to the contents of the tree structure 
in terms of the current input symbol and the previous contents of the tree structure. 
In this example, though the previous contents of the tree structure are the same, dif- 
ferent selections will result in reading different input symbols so tha,t it will produce 
different tree structures. Hence, the recovered deep structure can be obtained after the 
presentation is finished. 
Step 9: I:[ B1 is selected, arc number 10 is followed and media streams T2 and V3 are 
displayed (as shown in Table 5.2). If B2 is selected, arc number 12 is followed and 
media streams T4 and V4 are displayed (as shown in Table 5.3). 
Step 10: In Table 5.2, the current state is P l / X 9 ,  arc number 11 is followed, and media 
strea,ms A2 and T3 are displayed since B1 is selected. In Table 5.3, the current tate is 
P 1 / X l l ,  arc number 13 is followed, and media streams A3 and V5 are displayed since 
B2 is selected. 
Step 11: When B1 is selected, the current state is P l / X l o  and the presentation stops. When 
B2 is selected, arc number 14 is followed and a ''Jump" arc label is met. The control 
is passed back to state P l / X 5 .  
Step 12. When B2 is selected, the process will go back to Step 8 to let the user make 
the choice again. Steps 5 through 9 model a loop scenario which is represented by a 
"+" symbol in multimedia input strings [5.1] and [5.2]. The "Jump" action does not 
advance the input symbol but lets the control go to the pointing sti~te. That means 
the "Jump" itself is not an input symbol in multimedia input strings. This feature is 
crucial for the designers who may want some part of the presentation to be seen over 
and over again. For example, in a computer-aided instruction (CAI) presentation, the 
teacher may want the students to view some part of the presentation until they become 
familiar with it. 
Presentation P2 is similar to Pl except that X3 is displayed before P3,, and Xs and X7 
are displayed after P3. That is, presentations 1 and 2 share arc 4 and arcs 9 through 14. 
The following equations calculate the total delay and the new start tirne for any media 
stream displayed after a user interaction occurs. 
Table 5.1 The trace of ATN for presentation PI. 
Step Current State Input Symbol Arc Followed Backup States 
5 p3 1x13 x14 16 F)1/ p3 
6 PI/ p3 x4 5 IYIL 
7 PI/ x4 x5 6 IYIL 
8 Pl/x5 xs 9 IVIL 
Table 5.2 Continuation of Table 5.1 if B1 is chosen. 
Step Current State Input Symbol Arc Followed Backup States 
9 PI / XS x9 10 NIL 
10 PlIX9 Xl0 11 IVIL 
11 PI /Xlo (Finish) 
Table 5.3 Continuation of Table 5.1 if B2 is chosen. 
Step Current State Input Symbol Arc Followed Backup States 
9 Pl/xs x11 12 NIL 
10 Pl/x11 x12 13 NIL 
11 Pl/x12 Jump 14 NIL 
12 Go back to Step 8 
kth user interaction delay time = bk = Current-time- Start-time(k); wlhere Start-time(k) 
is t h l ~  start time of the kth user interaction. 
Newstart-time(Xi) after kth user interaction = Tentativestart-time(X;) + bk; where 
the new start time for input symbol Xi is the sum of the original start time of Xi and 
the kth user interaction delay time bk. 
Total delay = 723 = C E l b k  where m is the number of user selections. 
Total Presentation time P = I - S + 723 where S and I are the tentative start time 
and end time of the multimedia presentation. 
The Start-.time is defined to be the time that the selection buttons are shovvn to  let the user 
make the choice. The Current-time is defined to be the time that the user makes the choice. 
The difference between them is the delay time for the corresponding user interaction. After 
the delay is obtained, then the start time for the later presentation (NewAart-time) is the 
sum of the tentative start time plus this delay time. 
Figure 5.2(g) shows an example of how to use conditions and actions to maintain syn- 
chronization and QoS for the input symbol X1. In presentation PI, when the current input 
symbol XI. (&&TI) is read, the bandwidth condition is first checked to  see whether the 
bandwidth is enough to  transmit these two media streams. If it is not enough then the 
compressecd version of Vl will be transmitted instead Vl. Then the condition whether the 
pre-specified duration to  display Vl and TI is reached is checked. If it is not, the display 
continues. The start time is defined to be the time when the displaying of the media streams 
starts. The difference between the current time and the start time is the total display time so 
far. The la,st condition is met when the total display time reaches the pre-specified duration. 
In this case, the next input symbol X2 is read. The same conditions are checked for X2,  too. 
The process continues until the final state is reached. 
5.4 ATNS and Multimedia Input Strings for Modeling User interactions and Loops 
Figure 5.3 shows a browsing graph of a mini-tour of a campus. The browsing graph 
consists of a set of nodes and arcs connecting them. There are seven sites in this browsing 
graph: Purdue Mall, Computer Science, Chemical Engineering, Potter Library, Union, Elec- 
trical Engineering, and Mechanical Engineering. We use B;, i = 1 . . . 7 to  represent these 
seven site:'. For each site, a presentation consists of video, text, and audio media streams 
which are denoted by K ,  Ti, and A;. A directed arc denotes a one-way selection. For exam- 
ple, there is a directed arc pointing from the Mechanical Engineering building to  the Purdue 
Mall. Thi:, means that after a user watches the presentation for the Mechanical Engineering 
building, he/she can immediately watch the Purdue Mall presentation. Ho'wever, the oppo- 
site direction is inapplicable since there is no directed arc pointing from the Purdue Mall 
to the Melchanical Engineering building. The bi-direction arcs allow user:$ to  go back and 
forth between two locations such as the Purdue Mall and the Potter Library. For example, 
after a user watches the presentation for Purdue Mall, he/she can choose Clomputer Science, 
Chemical Engineering, Potter Library, Union, and Electrical Engineering buildings to  watch. 
He/She can also watch the presentation for the Purdue Mall again. Figure 5.4 is the ATN 
for the browsing graph in Figure 5.3. For simplicity, some state names are not shown in 
Figure 5.4.. Assume the browsing always starts from the Purdue Mall (B1). There are seven 
networks i:n Figure 5.4 and each network represents a site. In a user interaction environment, 
users may start from any site to  watch. 
A detailed trace of the following browsing sequence is used to illustrate how the ATN 
works. 
1. Purdue Mall, 
2. Chemical Engineering, 
3. Compu1;er Science, 
4. Compu1;er Science. 
In this browsing example, the Purdue Mall is the first to  be visited, followed by the 
Chemical Engineering building. Then the Computer Science building is th.e next one to be 
watched. The Computer Science building is viewed one more time and then the tour stops. 
Table 5.4 shows the trace for this browsing example. 
Step 1: The current state is in B1/ where B1 represents the Purdue Mall. The arc followed 
is arc; number 1 and the input symbol is Vl&Tl&A1. This input symbol denotes video 
1, text 1, and audio 1 are displayed concurrently. 
Mechanical E n L  
Purdue Mall (B, ) 
E Z d  
Union (B ) Potter Library (B ) 
Fig. 5 .3 .  A browsing graph of a mini tour of the Purdue University campus: there are 
seven sites denoted by B;, i = 1 . . . 7 that are connected by arcs. A direct,ed arc denotes a 
one-way selection and a bi-direction arc allows two-way selecti.ons. 
Fig. 5.4. ATN for a mini tour of the campus: Seven networks represent seven sites which 
users can browse. Networks B1/ through B7/ represent the presentations for sites Purdue 
Mall, Cornputer Science Building, Chemical Engineering Building, Potter Library, Union, 
Electrical Engineering Building and Mechanical Engineering Building respectively. Each 
network begins a presentation with three media streams: a video, a text,  and an audio, and 
is followed by selections. After a user selects a site, the control will pass to the 
corresponding network so that the user can watch the presentation for that site 
continuously. 
Step 2: Arc number 2 is followed and the input symbol B1&B2&B3&B4&.B5&B6 is read so 
that users can choose a site from site 1 through 6 to  watch. 
Step 3: Elased on the browsing sequence as specified above, the Chemical Engineering build- 
ing (B3)  is chosen so that arc number 6 is followed and input symbol B3 is read. Since 
B3 i ~ ;  a subnetwork name, the state name pointed by arc number 6 (l?1/B3) is pushed 
into a stack. A stack follows the last-in-first-out (LIFO) policy which only allows 
retrieving the topmost state name first. 
Step 4: The control is passed to  the subnetwork with starting state name d B 3 / .  Arc number 
17 is followed and the input symbol V3&T3&A3 is read so that video 3, text 3, and 
audio 3 are displayed. 
Step 5: Arc number 18 is followed and the input symbol B1&B2&B3 is read so that users 
can choose from site 1 through 3 to  watch. 
Step 6: P,s specified above, the Computer Science building ( 8 2 )  is the next site to watch 
so that arc number 21 is followed and the input symbol B2 is read. Since B2 is 
a sulbnetwork name, the state name pointed by this arc is pushed into the stack. 
Therefore, there are two state names in this stack: B3/B2 and B1/B3. 
Step 7: ?'he control passes to the subnetwork with starting state name B 2 / .  Arc number 
10 is followed and the input symbol is 14&T2&A2 SO that video 2, text 2, and audio 2 
are displayed. 
Step 8: Arc number 11 is followed and the input symbol B1&B2 is read. Users can choose 
either site 1 or 2. 
Step 9: User interactions allow users to interact with multimedia infor.mation systems. 
User;~ may want to  watch some topic recursively or have user loops so that they have 
the opportunity to  select different contents after viewing a previous selection. ATNs 
allow recursion, that is, a network might have an arc labeled with its own name. This 
feature allows ATNs to  have the ability to model user loops and recursion easily. As 
specified above, the Computer Science building ( B 2 )  is watched again.. The state name 
pointed by arc number 14 (B2/B2) is pushed into the stack so that there are three 
state names stored in this stack. 
Step 10: The control passes back to the same subnetwork and video 2, text 2, and audio 2 
are d.isplayed concurrently again. 
Step 11: After Step 10, as specified above, the presentation stops so that arc number 12 is 
followed with a pop arc label. The topmost state name in the stack (B2/ B2) is popped 
out so that the control passes to the state node with state name B2/B2. The stack has 
two state names now. 
Step 12: Arc number 16 is followed with a pop arc label. Therefore the topmost state name 
B3/1j2 is popped out and the control is passed to it. 
Step 13: The current state name is B3/B2 and arc number 24 is followed with a pop arc 
label. The only state name in the stack is popped out and the control is passed to it. 
Step 14: The current state is B1/B3 which is a final state (no outgoing arc) so that the 
browsing stops. 
The ATN and its subnetworks in Figure 5.4 depict the structural hierarchy of the browsing 
graph in Figure 5.3. Timeline models have difficulties in modeling user interactions and user 
loops because alternatives and loops are inapplicable in timeline models. On the other hand, 
user interactions and user loops are modeled using ATN in this example. Under ATNs, user 
interactions are represented by using more than one outgoing arc with different arc labels 
for a state node. User loops are modeled by using recursions with arcs labeled by network 
names. By using the recursion, one can avoid many arcs which point baclc to the previous 
state nodes. This makes the whole network structure become less complicated. Moreover, 
the browsing sequences in Figure 5.3 are preserved by traversing the ATN in Figure 5.4. 
5.5 Conclusions 
In this chapter, we describe an ATN based model together with multimedia input strings 
for multirrledia applications. Therefore, ATNs provide two major ~apabilit~ies: presentation 
Table 5.4 The trace of ATN for the specified browsing sequence. 
Ste:p Current State Input Symbol Arc Followed Backup States 
1 B1/ Vl &TI &Al 1 NIL 
2 Bi/Vi&Ti&Ai B1&B2&B3&B4&B5&B6 2 NIL 
11 Bz/Vz&Tz&Az POP 12 B3 /Bz 
Bi /B3 
12 BzlBz POP 16 BI /B3 
13 &/Bz  POP 24 NIL 
- 
14 B1 /B3 (Finish) 
and queryzng. ATNs are left to right models that are used to model a presentation sequence 
from the beginning to the end. Each arc label is a string which consists of those media 
streams to be displayed. A subnetwork and the corresponding multimedia input string are 
created for. an image, a video, or a text media stream to facilitate querying capabilities in 
ATNs. Subnetworks are used to model the temporal and spatial informaltion of semantic 
objects f o ~  image and video sequences. The keyword sequences in text media streams can 
also be included in the subnetworks. Querying capabilities allow users to retrieve information 
related to media streams or semantic objects in a specific presentation directly. Since a great 
deal of research has already shown how to use ATNs to model a sentence, we do not discuss 
how to ust: ATNs to model audio media streams in this chapter. Embedded presentations 
allow the reusing of existing presentation sequences. This emphasizes the modularity and 
reuses existing media streams and presentation structures. Under this design, the storage 
intensive niultimedia data can be stored into large shared databases, a feature which greatly 
reduces the design complexity and makes the design easier. This can be modeled by using 
subnetworks too, via putting a presentation name as an arc label such as "133'' in Figure 5.2. 
Further investigation on how to solve the heterogeneity to allow searching via the embedded 
presentations can be conducted. User interactions are included in ATNs since ATNs provide 
branching for the alternative choices. User interaction features allow two-way communication 
between users and multimedia information systems. The user thinking tiines in the user's 
decision processes can be handled by conditions and actions in ATNs. By using a "variable" 
to keep track of the time duration for the decisions, the latter presentatioins can be shifted 
by this time duration since this "variable" can be passed to the later conditions to decide 
the adjusted starting time. Moreover, ATNs allow loops in a presentation. Loops can be 
used to let some part of a presentation be watched more than once. 

6. VIDEO BROWSING USING ATN AND MULTIMEDIA INPUT STRINGS 
After the introduction, Section 6.2 discusses how to use ATNs and multimedia input 
strings to model video browsing. In section 6.3, how to use recursive calls to model user 
loops is discussed. Key frames selection algorithm is in section 6.4. In section 6.5, how 
to model video unit sharing is presented. This chapter concludes with a brief summary in 
section 6.6. 
6.1 Introduction 
Unlike traditional database systems which have text or numerical data, a multimedia 
database or information system may contain different media such as text, image, audio, 
and video. Video is popular in many applications such as education anti training, video 
conferencing, video on demand, news service, and so on. Traditionally, when users want to  
search certain contents in videos, they need to  fast forward or rewind to get a quick overview 
of interest on the video tape. This is a sequential process and users do not have a chance 
to choose or jump to  a specific topic directly. How to  organize video data and provide the 
visual content in compact forms becomes important in multimedia applications (Yeo et al., 
1997). Therefore, users can browse a video sequence directly based on their interests so that 
they can get the necessary information quicker and the amount of data transmission can be 
reduced. PJso, users should have the opportunity to  retrieve video materials using database 
queries. Since video data contains rich semantic information, database queries should allow 
users t o  get high level content such as scenes or shots and low level content according to the 
temporal and spatial relations of semantic objects. A semantic object is an object appearing 
in a video frame such as a "car." Also, a semantic model should have the ability to model 
visual contents at different granularities so that users can fast browse large video collections. 
Many \ride0 browsing models are proposed to allow users to visualize video content based 
on user interactions (Arman et al., 1994; Flickner et al., 1995; Mills et a]., 1992; Oomoto 
et al., 1993; Smoliar et al., 1994; Yeo et al. 1997). These models choose representative 
images using regular time intervals, one image in each shot, all frames with focus key frame 
at specific place, and so on. Choosing key frames based on regular time intervals may miss 
some important segments and segments may have multiple key frames with similar contents. 
One image in each shot also may not capture the temporal and spatial relations of semantic 
objects. Showing all key frames may confuse users when too many key frames are displayed 
at the same time. 
In addition to  using ATNs to  model multimedia presentations and multimedia database 
searching, how to  use ATNs and multimedia input strings as video browsing models is dis- 
cussed in this chapter. Also, key frame selection based on the temporal and spatial relations 
of semantic objects in each shot will be discussed. The details on how to use the recursive 
call property in ATNs to  model user loops are also presented. 
6.2 Video Browsing Using ATNs 
In interactive multimedia information systems, users should have the flexibility to browse 
and decide on various scenarios they want to see. This means that two-way communications 
should be captured by the conceptual model. Digital video has gained increasing popu- 
larity in many multimedia applications. Instead of sequential access to  the video content, 
structuring and modeling video data so that users can quickly and easily browse and re- 
trieve interesting materials becomes an important issue in designing multimedia information 
systems. 
Browsing provides users the opportunity to  view information rapidly sinc'e they can choose 
the content relevant to their needs. It is similar to  the table of contents and the index of a 
book so that readers have a general idea by simply looking at them. The advantage is that 
users can quickly locate the interesting topic and avoid the sequential and time-consuming 
process. In a digital video library, in order to provide this capability, a semantic model should 
allow users to navigate a video stream based on shots, scenes, or clips. ATN can be used to  
model the spatio-temporal relations of multimedia presentations and multimedia database 
. ,y,.* - u..- m.... FRAME 
Fig. 6.1. A hierarchy of video media stream 
systems. ATN allows users to  view part of a presentation by issuing data,base queries. In 
this chapter, we further design a mechanism by using ATN to  model video browsing so that 
users can :navigate the video contents. In this manner, querying and browsing capabilities 
can be provided by using ATNs. 
6.2.1 Hierarchy for a Video Clip 
As mentioned in (Yeo and Yeung, 1997), a video clip can be divided into scenes. A 
scene is a common event or locale which contains a sequential collection of shots. A shot 
is a basic unit of video production which captures between a record and a stop camera 
operation. Figure 6.1 is a hierarchy for a video clip. At the topmost level is the video clip. 
A clip contains several scenes at the second level. Each scene contains several shots. Each 
shot contains some contiguous frames which are at the lowest level in the video hierarchy. 
Since a video clip may contain many video frames, it is not good for database retrieving 
and browsing. How to  model a video clip, based on different granularities, to  accommodate 
browsing, searching and retrieval at different levels is an important issue in multimedia 
database a,nd information systems. A video hierarchy can be defined by the following three 
properties: 
1. v = {sl?  s2, . . ., sN) ,  si denotes the i th scene and N is the number of scenes in 
this video clip. Let B(s l )  and E(sl)  be the starting and ending times of scene 
s l ,  respectively. The temporal relation B(s l )  < E(sl)  < B(s2) < E(s2) < . . . 
is preserved. 
2. s; = {t, ,  . . ., tb), t j  is the j t h  shot in scene s; and a and b are the shot iindices. 
Lei; B ( t a )  and E(t,) be the starting and ending times of shot t ,  wh,ere B(t , )  
< E( ta )  < . . . < B ( t b )  < E( tb ) .  
3. t j  = { f c ,  . . ., fd) ,  fc  and fd are the starting and ending frames in shot t j  and c 
and d are frame indices. 
In property 1, v represents a video clip and contains one or more scenes denoted by s l ,  
sp, and so on. Scenes follow the temporal order. For example, the ending time of sl is earlier 
than the starting time of s2. 
As shown in property 2, each scene contains some shots such as t ,  to  tb .  Shots also follow 
a tempora:l order and there is no time overlap among shots so B ( t a )  < E( ta )  < . . . < B ( t b )  
< E(tb). 
A shot contains some key frames to represent the visual contents and changes in each 
shot. In property 3, f, and fd represent key frames c and d. The details of how to  choose 
key frames based on temporal and spatial relations of semantic objects in each shot will be 
discussed in section 4. 
To segrnent a video into different granularities is an active research area which is outside 
the scope of this study. We assume that each video clip has been segmented automatically 
or identified manually. The main focus in this research is to  use ATNs to model the video 
data so that the browsing or queries related to  these video units can be answered quickly. 
Also, how t o  use ATNs to  share the common video units will be explored too. 
6.2.2 Usi-ng ATNs to  Model Video Hierarchy 
An ATN can build up the hierarchy property by using its subnetworks. Figure 6.2 is an 
example of how t o  use an ATN and its subnetworks to  represent a video hierarchy. An ATN 
and its subnetwork are capable of segmenting a video clip into different granularities and 
still preserve the temporal relations of different units. 
Table 6.1 is a trace of ATN for presentation PI in Figure 6.2. The definitions and 
notations for different arc types in Section 3.1 are used in the following explanation. This 
table is used to  explain how ATN works for video browsing as follows: 
ATN Multimedia Input String 
(a) Clip @+@ 
(b) Scene ( ( s l & s 2 ) ( ( S l l  S2)vli)*)+ 
Fig. 6.2. .4ugmented Transition Network for video browsing: (a) is the A'ICN network for a 
video clip which starts at the sta.te V/. (b)-(d) are part of the sub network:^ of (a). (b) is to 
model scenes in video clip &.  (c) is to model shots in scene S1. Key frames for shot TI is 
in (d). 
Table 6.1 The  trace of ATN for the browsing sequence in Figure 6.2 
Stelp Current State Input Symbol Arc Followed Backup States 
1 V l  Vl 1 VI  Vl 
Continued in Table 6.2 
Table 6.2 Continuation of Table 6.1 
Step Current State Input Symbol Arc Followed Backup States 
10 Tl/R1&R2&R3&R4 None 19 K lsl 
VI K 
13 SI /TI &T2&T3 None 10 &/SI 
VI K 
14 SI Is1 None 17 v/ K 
17 vi/S~&Sa None 3 v/ K 
18 h / K  None 8 NIL 
19 Finish 
Step 1: The current state is V and the arc to be followed is arc number 1 with arc label Vl. 
The input symbol & is a subnetwork name (as shown in Figure 6.2(b)). Since input 
symbol & (video clip) is a subnetwork name, the state name (V/&) a,t the head of arc 
1 is put into a stack which is shown at backup states in Table 6.1. The control passes 
to the subnetwork & (Figure 6.2(b)) after the state name is put into the stack. 
Step 2: The current state is & /  which is the starting state of a subnetwork as shown in 
Figure 6.2(b). Arc number 2 is followed and the arc label is S1&S2. Arc label S1&S2 
means a video clip Vl consists of two scenes to let users choose and they are S1 and 
S2. Assuming the user chooses S1, arc number 4 is followed and the arc label (input 
symbol) is S1. Since S1 is also a subnetwork name, the state name T/;/S1 at the head 
of this arc is pushed into the stack so that this state name is on top of the state name 
V/K.  Therefore, there are two state names in the stack at this stage. The control 
passes to the subnetwork in Figure 6.2(c). 
Step 3: The current state is S1/. Arc number 9 with arc label Tl&T2&T3 is followed. This 
arc label denotes that scene S1 consists of three shots: TI, T2, and T?;. 
In Figure 6.2(a), the arc label & is the starting state name of its subnetwork in Figure 
6.2(b). When the input symbol V, is read, the name of the state at the head of the arc 
(V/K)  is pushed into the top of a push-down store. The control is then passed to the state 
named on the arc which is the subnetwork in Figure 6.2(b). 
In Figure 6.2(b), when the input symbol X1 (S1&S2) is read, two frame:; which represent 
two video scenes S1 and S2 are both displayed for the selections. In the original video 
sequence, S1 appears earlier than S2 since it has a smaller number. The "&" symbol in 
multimedi,a input strings is used to denote the concurrent display of S1 and S2. ATNs are 
capable of modeling user interactions where different selections will go to different states so 
that users have the opportunity to directly jump to the specific video unit that they want to 
see. In our design, vertical bars " 1 "  in multimedia input strings and more tlnan one outgoing 
arc in each state at ATNs are used to model the "or" condition so that user interactions 
are allowed. Assume S1 is selected, the input symbol S1 is read. Control is passed to the 
subnetwork in Figure 6.2(c) with starting state name S1/. The "*" symbol indicates the 
selection i:j optional for the users since it may not be activated if users want to stop the 
browsing. The subnetwork for S2 is omitted for the simplicity. 
In Figure 6.2(c), when the input symbol Tl&T2&T3 is read, three frames TI, T2, and 
T3 which represent three shots of scene S1 are displayed for the selection.. If the shot TI 
is selected., the control will be passed to the subnetwork in Figure 6.2(d) based on the arc 
symbol TI/. The same as in Figure 6.2(b), the temporal flow is maintained. 
6.3 User Loops 
User interactions allow users to interact with multimedia information systems. Users 
may want t o  have opportunities to  select different contents or to  watch the same content 
after viewing the current program. ATNs allow partial recursion, that is, a network might 
have an arc labeled with its own name. This feature makes ATNs have the ability to model 
user loops and recursion easily. Using the same example as shown in Figure 6.2(c), when 
control reaches arc 16, input symbol S1 in multimedia input string is read. The name of the 
state at the head of the arc (S1 /S1) is pushed on the top of a push-down store and the control 
is passed t o  the starting state of the same network. This network will be traversed again to 
form a recursion. The "+" symbol in a multimedia input string represents this recursion. 
Therefore, this whole multimedia input string will be read again from the beginning. After 
input symbol X2 (Tl&T2&T3) is read, users can choose Tl, T2, T3, or stop {,he loop. If users 
decide to  stop the loop then the latter input symbol will not be read. This situation is 
represented by the "*" symbol in multimedia input strings. The pop action at state Sl/X2 
then will be invoked and terminate the process at the current network. Cclntrol is returned 
to the state removed from the top of the push-store which is S1/S1. Since there is only one 
outgoing arc which is a pop action, control is again returned to  the state r,emoved from the 
top of the push-store. The same process continues until it reaches the final state V/Vl. The 
main restriction to  using recursive calls is that it must start from the beginning of the same 
network. 
Conditions and actions in ATNs can control the synchronization and quality of service of 
the multimedia presentation and browsing. Users can either display video contents based on 
an individual scene or can further browse at shot and frame levels while continuing to  traverse 
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Fig. 6.3. Models loops using Jump for shot S1 as show in Figure 6.2(c). 
the subnetworks. When video contents are selected, a part of the multimedia presentation 
may be invoked so that different media streams will be displayed together with this video 
media stream. As show in (Chen and Kashyap, 1997a), ATNs can moclel a multimedia 
presentation with different media streams mixed together. If the bandwidth is not enough 
for a real-time presentation, a compressed version of media streams can be retrieved instead 
of full-resolution via the conditions and actions (Chen and Kashyap, 1997bl). 
Table 61.3 is part of the condition and action table for shot S1 in Figure 16.2(c). As shown 
in this table, when in arc 9 input symbol X2 (Tl&T2&T3) is read of which three selections 
are provided t o  users. If users choose TI then the input symbol TI is read a,nd the control is 
passed to  the subnetwork TI/ in Figure 6,2(d). After subnetwork TI/ returns, in arc 16, the 
input symbol S1 is read and the control is passed to the starting state of the same network 
(S1/) to form the recursion. The condition checked in this case is always true (T) which 
means no restriction in this situation. Same situations apply when users choose T2 or T3 
and the control is passed to the subnetworks T2/ and T3/, respectively. Another possibility 
for modeliilg user loops is to use Jump action to let control go back to a specific state. Figure 
6.3 is a subnetwork of an ATN with the same situation as shown in Figure 6.2(c) but using 
Jump instead of recursive calls. In Figure 6.3, there is an arc pointing to the starting state 
Table 6.3 "Next-Symbol" is a procedure to  read the next input symbol of multimedia 









if choice = Tl 
if choice = T2 
Action 
Next-Symbol(Tl) and Subnetwork(T1 /) 
Next-Symbol(T2) and 
if choice = T3 Next-Symbol(T3) and Subnetwork(T3/) I 
T Next-Symbol(Sl) and 
T Next-Symbol(Sl) and 
S1 after states S1/Tl, S1/T2, or S1/T3. The multimedia input string for Figure 6.3 is as 
follows: 
Multimedia input string: ((Tl&T2&T3)(Tl ITz(T3)*)+ 
Input symbol S1 is no longer in the above multimedia input string if comparing with the 
multimediit input string for Figure 6.2(c). The benefit to using Jump is that we can pass 
the control to any state in this network which recursive calls cannot do. The disadvantage 
of this method is that the ATN network becomes complicated when too many arcs point 
back to the previous states. Moreover, since Jump action will let control be passed to  the 
pointing state directly, conditions and actions cannot be imposed when Jump arc is used. 
6.4 Key frames Selection Based on Temporal and Spatial Analysis of Video Sequences 
The next level under shots are key frames. Key frames selections play an important role 
to let users examine the key changes in each video shot. Since each shot may still have too 
many video frames, it is reasonable to use key frames to represent the shots. The easiest way 
of key frame selection is to choose the first frame of the shot. However, this rnethod may miss 
some important temporal and spatial changes in each shot. The second way is to include all 
video framles as key frames and this may have computational and storage problems, and may 
increase users' perception burdens. The third way is to choose key frames based on fixed 
durations. This method is still not a good mechanism since it may give us inany key frames 
with similar contents. Therefore, how to  select key frames to  represent a video shot is an 
important issue for digita,l library browsing, searching, and retrieval (Yeung and Liu, 1995). 
To achieve a balance, we propose a, key frame selection mechanism based on the number, 
temporal, and spatial changes of the semantic objects in the video frames. Other features 
may also be possible for the key frame selections but we focus on the number, temporal, and 
spa(tia1 relations of semantic objects in this study. Therefore, spatio-tem poral changes in 
each shot can be represented by these key frames. For example, in each shot of a basketball 
game, players may change positions in subsequent frames and the number of players appear- 
ing may change art the time duration of the shot. Let the set of semantic objects in the ith 
shot (ti) of the j t  h frame ( fj) be denoted by 0;. We define the key frame selections as follows. 
Definition 5.1: Given two contiguous video frames fa and fb in i th shot, let the sets 
of the semantic objects in these two video frames be 0; and 0;. fb is a key frame if and 
only if any of following two conditions is satisfied: 
(1) 0; n 0; # 0; 
(2) Any semantic object spatial location changes between 0; and 0;. 
Given ii video shot s;, let IC; be the set of key frames selected for s t .  Initially the first 
frame is always selected so Ii', = { fi). In addition, let flust be the last selected frame and 
m be a frame index. 
1. Initialize: flaSt = fi; 
n = 1; 
Ir'i = {fl}; 
2. Select fm for m > n 
if ( (0; n Oia,, # 0:) OR Spatiallocation-change(Ok, Of,,,) ) then 
flast = fm; 
n = m; 
3. Ir', == Ki U fm; 
Repeat 2 and 3 until the end of the shot. 
The first condition of definition 5.1 models the number of semantic object changes in two 
contiguous video frames at the same shot. The first part of the if-statem'ent in the above 
solution algorithm is used to  check this situation. The latter part of if-statement checks 
the second condition of definition 5.1 which is to model the temporal and spatial changes of 
semantic objects in two contiguous video frames of the shot. 
Using the same definition in Table 4.1, one semantic object is chosen to be the target 
semantic object in each video frame. We adopt the minimal bounding rectai~gle (MBR) con- 
cept in R-tree so that each semantic object is covered by a rectangle. In order to distinguish 
the relative positions, three dimensional spatial relations are used (as shovlrn in Table 4.1). 
In this table, twenty-seven numbers are used to distinguish the relative positions of each 
semantic object relative to  the target semantic object and are represented by subscripted 
numbers. 'I'he centroid point of each semantic object is used for space reasoning so that any 
semantic abject is mapped to  a point object. Therefore, the relative posii,ion between the 
target semantic object and a semantic object can be derived from these ceiitroid points. 
In our design, each key frame is represented by an input symbol in a rnultimedia input 
string. The details of how to  use a multimedia input string to  represent the temporal and 
spatial changes of semantic objects can be found in (Chen and Kashyap, 1997b). 
Assume Figures 6.4(a), (b),  (c), and (d) are four key frames for shot T I .  The multimedia 
input string to  represent these four key frames is as follows: 
Multimedia ~nput  string: ( A ~ & B ~ ~ & C Z ~ & D Z ~ )  (Al&B16&D22) (A1&B10&DZ2) (A1&B13&E22) . .- '---A
R 1 R2 R3 R4 
As shown in the above multimedia input string, there are four input syimbols which are 
R1, Rz, R:!, and R4. Input symbols with smaller numbers appear earlier than those with 
larger numbers. The "&" symbol between two semantic objects is used to  denote that the 
two semantic objects appear in the same video frame. Figure 6.4(a) is represented by input 
symbol R1 where four semantic objects A, B ,  C, and D are in the video frame. Al indicates 
that A is the target semantic object. B16 means B is above and to  the left of A, c25 means 
C is above and t o  the right of A,  and so on. Figure 6.4(b) modeled by input symbol R2 
in which the semantic object B is no longer existing and the other three :semantic objects 
remain at \;he same locations. In this case, the number of semantic objects is reduced from 
four to  three. This is an example to show how to  use multimedia input sti-ing to represent 
number of semantic objects changes. Figure 6.4(c) is represented by input symbol R3, the 
semantic object B changes its spatial location from above and left to  left of A.  From this 
example, tlie relative spatial relations can be modeled by multimedia input :string too. Input 
symbol R4 models Figure 6.4(d). In this situation, the semantic object B changes to a new 
spatial location, D disappears, and E appears at the same location as D was in Figure 6.4(c). 
So, the number associated with B changes from 10 to 13, E is in the input symbol R4, and 
D does not exist in R4. The order of these four key frames is modeled by four input symbols 
concatenated together to indicate that R1 appears earlier than R2 and so on. 
Fig. 6.4. In (a),  there are four semantic objects A, B, C, and D where ,4 is the target 
semantic object. C disappears in (b). The relative position of B to A changes from above 
and left to left in (c). In (d), the semantic object D is replaced by E ancl the semantic 
object B moves to the below and to the left of A. 
6.5 Sharing Video Units in ATNs 
As mentioned in (Sawhney et al., 1997), video units may be shared by different narrative 
sequences. Some scenes (or shots) may belong to different video clips (or scenes). The 
production of high-quality multimedia data such as images and video clips takes a great deal 
of time ancl is expensive. It is a good way to store these data into large shared databases. Any 
multimediii application that uses these databases can be greatly facilitated by an underlying 
model that supports the development process (Schloss and Wynblatt, 1995). The main 
focus of this underlying model is that the data and the structure can be shared, portable, 
and reusecl by the designer to  create a new multimedia application. Under this design, a 
multimediii application (presentation) can be separated into several modules based on its 
conceptual structure. In ATNs, the recursive control mechanisms can ble used to model 
embedded presentations. If an ATN wants to include another existing presentation (ATN) 
as a subnetwork, the initial state name of the existing presentation (AT:N) is put as the 
arc label o-I the ATN. This allows any existing presentations to  be embedded in the current 
ATN to miike a new design easier. The advantage is that the other presentation structure is 
independent of the current presentation structure. This makes both the designer and users 
have a clea,r view of the presentation. Any change in the shared presentation is done in the 
shared presentation itself. There is no need to  modify those presentations which use it as 
a subnetwork. This feature allows embedded presentations which can be shared by many 
presentations and therefore greatly reduces the design time and complexity. 
Using the same example as shown in Figure 6.2, assume scene 1 (S1) and scene 2 (Sz) 
both contain shot 1 (TI). Now, shot TI is shared by S1 and Sz. A single subnetwork with 
the starting state name TI/ as shown in Figure 6.2(d) is shared by S1 and S2. Sharing 
video units among different presentation sequences happens more often in user interactive 
browsing environments. Different selection paths may go to  the same presentation sequence 
such as vicleo clips, scenes, or shots. Therefore, a semantic model which can model sharing 
property is very important for designers and users. 
6.6 Conclusions 
Video data are widely used in today's multimedia applications such as education, video 
on demand, video conferencing and so on. Managing video data so that users can quickly 
browse video data is an important issue for the multimedia applications using video data. A 
good semantic model is needed if we want to  meet the needs. In this chapter, ATNs are used 
to model video hierarchy for browsing. Based on this design, users can view information 
quickly to decide whether the content is what they want to see. The sharing of video units 
property lets ATNs include existing media streams, scenes, shots, and presentation sequences 
very easily. This is useful in distributed multimedia information systems sirice any browsing 
environmeint may include different media elements at different locations. This also provides 
the designers great flexibility to reuse existing data and presentations in the database or disk 
storage. Module designs are also possible since data can be shared and reused. Key frames 
selection based on temporal and spatial relations of semantic objects is used in our design. 
Under this design, these key frames preserve many of the visual contents and minimize 
the data size to mitigate the computation and storage problems in multimedia browsing 
environmeiits. Unlike the existing semantic models which only model presentation, query, 
or browsing, our ATN model provides these three capabilities into one framework. 

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
Section 7.1 summarizes the contributions of this work. Then the possible future expan- 
sions of this work are discussed in section 7.2. 
7.1 Sumn~ary of Contributions 
As shown in this paper, ATNs together with multimedia input strings can provide three 
capabilities: presentation, database searching, and browsing. In multimedia database systems 
and multi~nedia information systems, modeling the temporal, spatial, or spatio-temporal 
relations among media streams or semantic objects is very important f0.r both designers 
and users. The proposed ATN can represent the temporal relations of media streams and 
spatio-temporal relations of semantic objects easily when associated with multimedia input 
strings. Experiments to compare the numbers of nodes, arcs, and transitio:ns between ATN 
and OCPN based on different numbers of media streams at different temporal relations for 
multimedia presentations are performed in this paper. The results show that ATN needs 
fewer nodes, arcs, and transitions in all cases. Since ATN needs fewer nodes, arcs, and 
transitions to represent the multimedia presentation, it is simpler to manage and easier 
for users to understand. In addition, ATN is a left to right model so that it represents 
the time flow from left to right. A multimedia transition table in ATTJ is designed to 
separate the necessary conditions and actions from the graphical representation. In this 
regard, users are provided a clear view of the whole structure of the multimedia presentation. 
Moreover, (a graphical representation can be used as the data structure inside the multimedia 
presentation and the multimedia transition table is the only place that requires memory 
space. Since each state node allows multiple outgoing arcs, the ATN can. model the user 
interactions. At the decision point, the multimedia presentation system can display the 
selection buttons to users for them to make their choices. Different choices invoke different 
actions at the multimedia transition table which handles different conditions under different 
input arc symbols. This feature can free us from the limitations of network delay and jitter, 
since when a certain situation happens necessary actions can be invoked to handle it. The 
ATN and its subnetworks can model the hierarchy of a video clip so that they can provide 
multimediit (video) browsing capability to users. Users can navigate the video contents and 
choose the segment that they want to watch. 
A multimedia input string is the input for the ATN. Since multimedia input strings have 
the power to express the temporal relations of media streams and spatio-temporal relations 
of semantilc objects, it is a good technique for representing a multimedia presentation and 
database searching. After the multimedia input string is constructed, a designer can easily 
modify the input string since symbols are used to  represent the media streams. An algorithm 
to translate the multimedia input string to ATN was proposed in this proposal. Users have 
the flexibility to use only part of a multimedia input string in the translation algorithm to 
get a parti;tl ATN graph. Database searching can be a substring matching in the multimedia 
database queries. Unlike a traditional abstract semantic model that only models the pre- 
sentation, database searching or browsing, the ATN and its subnetworks can model three of 
them into one framework. 
7.2 Future Work 
Future extensions of this work include storage and retrieval of multimedia data, image 
retrieval based on low-level visual content, human in the loop, mapping of' low-level visual 
feature to liigh-level concepts, data mining, and new application for Intelligent Transporta- 
tion Systerns (ITS). 
7.2.1 Data Placement and Retrieval for Multimedia Information Systems 
In this paper, we do not discuss how to store multimedia data in storage to  improve 
the performance of I/O. Storage layout needs to  satisfy the synchronization constraints of 
media streams and provide smooth real-time presentation to  users. Mapping multimedia 
applications represented as ATN to disk storage in a sequential form needs to  be studied 
so that the latency incurred by seeking can be reduced. Disk-scheduling algorithms and 
Admission--control algorithms need to be developed so that disks and buffers can be used 
efficiently and any stream request can be initiated with successful completion. The disk- 
scheduling algorithms are used by the server to  provide fairness to all client's with reliability 
and efficiei~cy. The Admission-control algorithms are used to control the initiating of an 
 application^ and determine what type of service will be provided to this application (Kunii 
et al., 19951). 
7.2.2 Image Retrieval Based on Low-level Visual Content 
The number of digital images has grown rapidly. Early on, text or keywords were used 
to annotatme images for image database retrievals such as (Chang and Fu, 1980; Chang et 
al., 1988). This approach becomes difficult when the number of image collections is large. 
The second difficulty is different persons or applications may have different perceptions for 
the same image so that subjectivity and bias may cause unrecoverable mismatches in later 
retrieval. In order to solve the problem, content-based image retrieval was proposed by 
using visua,l content (color, texture, etc.) as indexings (Moni and Kashyap, 1995; \lTu, 1997; 
Gupta et al, 1997). Using feature (content) extraction to  get visual featureis (color, texture, 
shape, faces, etc.) so that more queries relative to images or video frames cam be answered is 
important. Also, in this study, we assume the low level image processes provide the necessary 
informatioil for our model such as the minimum bounding box and video segmented into 
different units. How to  segment video sequences into different granularitices automatically 
also needs to  be studied. 
7.2.3 Hurnan in the Loop 
Since "fully automated system" for content-based image retrieval did nolt lead to success, 
more recent research focus is on "interactive systems" and "human in the loop". The QBIC 
team used interactive region segmentation. The MIT team moved from the "automated" 
Photobook to "interactive" FourEyes (Picard and Minka, 1995; Minka and Picard, 1996). 
The UCSB team incorporated supervised learning in texture analysis (Ma and Manjunath, 
1996). Each party deals with its most suitable parts, thus considerably improving the re- 
trieval periormance (Rui et al, 1997(a)(b)). As shown in this paper, the ATN can model 
user intemctions so that it is possible to include humans in the loop in oui: model. Further 
investigation of how to use interactive features in ATN to let users provide feedback in the 
querying process needs to be conducted. 
7.2.4 Lour-level Visual Features and High-level Concepts 
In the image and computer vision community, people use image or computer vision 
techniques to extract low-level features for image retrieval. In real life, hurnans tend to use 
high-level concepts such as car, tree, and so on. How to link the low-level feakures to the high 
level concepts automatically is an important issue for multimedia database queries relative to 
images or video frames. Therefore, users do not need to first map their high-level information 
to the low-level features before they issue the queries. In this paper, we assume the semantic 
objects arc: identified by image processing, computer vision, or manually b,y people, and do 
not discus:; how to map these two levels. In this study, multimedia input strings consist of 
media streams or semantic objects. In order to map the low-level visual features to high- 
level concepts, a possible solution is to  model low-level visual features into rnultimedia input 
strings. Therefore, the relations of low-level and high-level can be connected and both levels 
of multimedia database queries can be answered. 
7.2.5 Data Mining for Multimedia Database Systems 
Since data and databases have grown so fast, data mining has gainecl a great deal of 
attention recently (Fayyad et al., 1996; Silberschatz et al., 1995). Data minikg is referred to, 
or similar t,o, knowledge discovery in databases, knowledge mining from data:bases, knowledge 
extraction, data archaelogy, data dredging, data analysis, etc. (Chen et al., 1'996). Many data 
mining systems have been developed such as QUEST at IBM (Agrawal et al., 1996), IiEFIR 
at the GTI3 Labs (Matheus et a1.,1996), SKICAT at  Jet Propulsion Lab, DBMiner at Simon 
Fraser University (Han et al., 1993), and IMACS at the AT&T Laboratory (Selfridge et al., 
1996). Most of these systems work on traditional database systems. Multimedia database 
systems contain data such as images, video, or audio. How to find previously unknown 
but useful information from data in multimedia databases becomes very important in many 
app1ication.s. Optimization techniques, very high-level query languages and user interfaces 
are needed for decision makers or nonexpert users making queries (Silberschatz et al., 1995). 
In order to let our ATN model be more powerful, data mining capabilities must be included 
so that our model can provide more information to users. A possible approa.ch is to  put data 
mining algorithms into condition and action tables to enhance the ability of the ATN. 
7.2.6 Mul.timedia Presentations and Multimedia Database Systems for ITS 
Traditional traffic engineering approaches to  reducing congestion and iniproving flow are 
proving unequal to  the growing mobility challenge. Investment in new infrastructure is not a 
viable solution because of the prohibitively high economic costs, lack of space in urban areas, 
as well as social and environmental concerns associated with disruption of neighborhoods. In 
recent years, Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS), which integrate advances in telecom- 
munications, information systems, automation, and electronics to enhance the efficiency of 
existing road networks, have emerged as a key approach to addressing the growing mobility 
problems, and to  alleviate congestion and augment the quality of vehicular flow. Distributed 
computing techniques in the context of dynamic network algorithms for ITS applications and 
the analysis of the dynamic performance of networks with advanced information systems us- 
ing distributed dynamic traffic assignment algorithms have been studied by (Chen, 1996; 
Peeta and Chen, 1997(a)(b)). In order to  provide better information to drivers, multimedia 
technologies which can render information via different medias provide a very good direction 
to  pursue. Our ATN model, which uses subnetworks to model the  hierarch:^ of a video clip, 
can be applied to the traffic network too. Therefore, how to  use ATN to model the network 
traffic info]-mation will be a good multimedia application so that multimedia presentations 
and multimedia database searching can be conducted. By using ATN and its subnetworks, 
the hierarchy relations of zone, link, nodes, and cars can be modeled so that multimedia 
database queries can be answered and the results can be displayed. 
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